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The most economical of the TCS injection units. 
A favorite for many technicians because of its 
easy maintenance and longevity.

TCS Manual Injector

TCS Hydraulic Injector
 

Our best-selling injector for its 
simplicity and reliability (just plug it in, 

no need for air connections).

TCS Automatic Injector
 

The furnace is incorporated in this 
all-in-one unit, technicians appreciate 
not having to transfer the hot cylinder 

from the furnace to the injector.

Made in-house in the USA. 

www.tcsdentalinc.com

 
Unbreakable™ 

Flexible Partials  

Ideal degree of flexibility
Lightweight yet durable
Guaranteed unbreakable  

iFlex™ 

Flexible Partials 

Clinically unbreakable
 Easy to finish and polish

 Stain-free

Karadent™ 
Full Dentures, Clear Frameworks

No volume shrinkage
Upgrade from acrylic

Quick to finish and polish

TCS offers three resins (iFlex™, Unbreakable™, Karadent™) to suit labs and dentists preferences. 
Available in a variety of diameter/type cartridges to fit different injection units on the market. 

TCS Flexible Partials, 
seamless solutions for 

happier patients.

Scan to 
discover more

Abraham Cortina
VP of Business Development and Int’l Sales

abraham@tcsdentalinc.com
WhatsApp: +1 (562) 212-6876

CONTACT



ESACROM SRL

Via Zambrini 6/A - 40026 Imola (BO) Italy
T. +39 0542 643527 | Fax +39 0542 482007
esacrom@esacrom.com | www.esacrom.com

 

Follow us on  

We are looking for distributors and partners worldwide

Available only with Esacrom Surgysonic® line.

Experience ultrasonic cutting excellence,
try the new ES007W1T by Prof. Ugo Covani.

 Fast as a rotating, but with the safety of ultrasound.
 

First place in efficiency.
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Colloquium Dental
Italian  Dental Show

22-24 September 2022 
Centro Fiera del Garda di Montichiari - Brescia - Italy

• Total area of 24,000 sqm
• More than 15,000 visitors from 50 countries
• More than 200 exhibitors • 50 conference speakers

THE BIGGEST DENTAL SHOW IN ITALY
• 60 continuous workshops
• 11,000 free parking spaces
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Reading the focus on Denmark’s healthcare system, where the 
country consistently ranks among the happiest in the world, caught 
my attention. 
Many would wonder how could they be so happy, if they pay some 
of the highest taxes in the world? By investing in quality of life.
Yes, because, probably, the key to understanding the high levels 
of happiness in Denmark is the welfare model’s ability to reduce 
risks, uncertainties, and anxieties among its citizens, and prevent 
extreme unhappiness. The Danish welfare model provides opportu-
nities for its citizens to pursue their happiness from advanced start-
ing positions disregarding economic, social, gendered, or cultural 
backgrounds. 
For example, education is free, and even at university level, there is 
no tuition fee. Meanwhile, every Danish student receives a sum of 
money, per month, from the state. This means I won’t have to worry 
about how to finance my kid’s education. It will be their talents and 
dreams that shape the path of their careers, not my wallet. There is 
free quality healthcare for everyone, and the welfare model works as 
a risk-reducing mechanism, and that forms a sound basis for high 
levels of happiness. The Danish labor market is based on flexibility 
and provides a safety net for workers and the unemployed. Em-
ployers can easily make changes in staff, and the unemployed can 
look for new jobs without the same level of financial anxiety. This is 
mainly because Denmark does well in terms of preventing extreme 
unhappiness. The poorest Danes generally are quite happier than 
the poorest in many other nations. Since the poorest people in Den-
mark enjoy a wide range of public social benefits that the poorest in 
many nations do not – while the difference between the wealthiest 
people in each country is very little. 

A country with high rates of happiness, does not mean that it does 
not struggle with the myriad of global conditions arising out of 
modern lifestyles and societies. Stress, isolation, depression. Lone-
liness, often misunderstood and undiagnosed, is a major cause of 
suicide and its manifestations have become increasingly complex 

Happiness, a New 
Measure of Progress

in an interconnected world. Unresolved problems with addiction 
to drugs, pharmaceuticals, and alcohol remain as well. All of these 
factors, and many others, including generational poverty and the 
impact of climate change upon traditional industries and customs, 
also account on the rates of depression or suicide. But these causes 
are universal, and another topic, to discuss separately.
While, if happiness is defined by an individual’s freedom to choose, 
and lead, a life he or she has reason to value, it is worth tracking it as 
a sign of national progress. There was a time when most economists 
believed that income was a fair measure of personal well-being, and 
GDP per capita could adequately reflect a country’s progress. Today, 
few would disagree that quality of life assessments should be mul-
tidimensional.

In recent years, there is growing awareness among people, politi-
cians, and scientists that economic progress is no longer a satisfac-
tory indicator for the progress of a society. Happiness, well-being, 
and quality of life have made a powerful imprint on policy making. 
The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development now 
includes life satisfaction as a parameter for the development of the 
member countries. The United Nations Development Program, for 
example, ranks countries by an annual human development index 
that aggregates income, life expectancy and education. But are 
even these factors fully adequate for measuring social well-being? 
Quality of life assessments that account for happiness and life sat-
isfaction go beyond what GDP can show. There are several factors, 
in addition to income and wealth, which determine quality of life, 
including health, education, environmental conditions, social con-
nections, political voice and security. Yet these are still objective in-
dicators. They tell us little about a person’s own assessment of his or 
her well-being. 
Subjective indicators, like happiness and life satisfaction, capture 
an important dimension of well-being that is missed by objective 
measures. Self-reporting also shows the importance people place 
on having dignity and a voice, as well as access to democratic in-
stitutions. We need both objective and subjective measures to ac-
curately reflect quality of life on a global scale. And especially when 
it comes to framing policy, measurement, and quantification, even 
when it comes to happiness, is important.
By no means, there is no perfection, and each country faces chal-
lenges and issues. But I do believe that some countries can be a 
source of inspiration in how to increase quality of life. What’s more, 
if enough people feel that their happiness depends on living in an 
environmentally sustainable and equal world, the pursuit of happi-
ness could even be good for the planet!

Baldo Pipitone
 CEO Infodent S.r.l.

baldo.pipitone@infodent.com
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Highness Implant System has been devel-
oping innovative next-generation implant 
system that overcome the limitations of 
modern implant system and is focusing 
on R&D to change the implant paradigm 
worldwide. 
As a first step, the “Highness Digital Pros-
thetic System”, which is a next-generation 
prosthetic system that solves complica-
tions caused by the use of cement as an old 
problem in the existing prosthetic system, 
improper impression preparation, screw 
loosening and breakage due to stress con-
centration. By using high-tech technology 
and infrastructure, we can use “Highness 
digital prosthesis” even in dental clinic 
without digital equipment, and it is freed 
from various prosthetic complications. We 

are leading the digital implant era for the 
satisfaction both patients and clinic with 
short chair time.
Highness is actively advancing the “High-
ness Digital Prosthesis System” for both 
domestically and globally. And is develop-
ing a fixture that dramatically increases 
the surface hydrophilicity of implants. The 
next-generation implant system pursued 
by Highness will soon be completed We 
are in phase. We will continue to play a 
leading role in raising the level of dental 
care worldwide by developing safe, accu-
rate, fast and convenient implant systems 
for patient comfortable dental care. 

www.highnessimplant.com
jeffkang7@gmail.com

 Highness Implant System
 Digital Prosthetic System

Visit us at: IDEM Singapore 2022, CADEX Kazakhstan 2022

DC Taper files are designed specifically 
for narrow and difficult canals. The most 
flexible rotary files in the world. 
Breakage resistant and efficient cutting 
allows the clinician to prepare the “glide-
path” without hand files. After #6 K-Files, 
all you need just 2 rotary files: 13.03 and 
14.03 to prepare the “glide-path”. 
“No hand files” means less iatrogenic er-
rors, saving time and efficient debris re-
moval. 

I find DC Taper to be the perfect system 
to manage  calcified canals, MB2 canal, 
MM canal, “limited mouth opening” cases,  
said Dr. Eugen Buga. 

www.sswhitedental.com/international
bmiles@sswhitedental.com

 S.S. White Dental
DCTaper the First and Original Minimally Invasive File System Makes Endo Easy 

Visit us at: Smart Medical Fair 2022
www.smartmedicalfair.com/stand/h6p2b1z11604

HTM

Saving Dentin Since 2011

Better Patient Outcomes
Improved Efficiency
Faster Practice Growth

Dental®
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Richmond Dental & Medical
 Cotton Tipped Applicators by Richmond Dental and Medical

For over 127 years, Richmond Dental and 
Medical has been manufacturing quality 
dental products.  Headquartered in Char-
lotte, NC, USA, we are vertically integrated 
with our cotton supplier.
Our made in the USA, cotton tipped appli-
cators offer superior quality for a variety of 
dental and medical uses.  They can be used 
for applying medicaments and topical an-
esthetics.
The cotton tip is purified and medical 

grade.  They are all natural and biodegrad-
able. Richmond Cotton Tipped Applicators 
are available in 76 mm and 152 mm.  
Please visit our website (www.richmond-
dental.net) to learn more about our single 
use disposables and infection prevention 
dispensers.  
 

www.richmonddental.net
fran.eskew@richmonddental.net

Visit us at: Smart Medical Fair 2022
• www.smartmedicalfair.com/stand/h6p1b3z1261
• www.smartmedicalfair.com/stand/h1p5b3z1377

• FIME 2022, Booth #V26
• GNYDM 2022

100% NATURAL
BONE GRAFT MATERIAL

Technology in Biomaterials  ·  Consell de Cent 111, Ppal 2a 08015 Barcelona

WE ARE SEARCHING FOR DISTRIBUTORS

TECHNOLOGY IN BIOMATERIALS

ARE YOU INTERESTED? PLEASE CONTACT: export-tib@technologyinbiomaterials.com EFFICACY
AND SAFETY

MAXIMUM
REGENERATION

 W.R. Rayson Export
Providing Superior Products for the Dental Industry!

W.R. Rayson Export, Ltd. is a supplier of 
professional dental products sold world-
wide.  Our facility is based in Burgaw, 
North Carolina, USA.  Our product line 
includes Articulating Papers, Films and 
Foils as well as a variety of other dental 
products.  
  
Product Spotlight, Horseshoe Articulating 
Paper!

To visually check occlusion there are 
several materials available to suit your 
specific needs. Our horseshoe shaped 
articulating paper will evaluate more of 
the bite simultaneously. The smooth, 
soft cushioned surface is super sensitive 

for marking every point of articulation. 
The pigment free tab allows for clean 
handling. Offered in 89µ thickness, each 
sheet is blue on one side and red on the 
other for the dentist’s specific needs. 12 
sheets per book. 6 books per box for a to-
tal of 72 sheets.

Please contact W.R. Rayson Export, Ltd. 
for more details on our quality products.

www.wrraysonexport.com
info@wrrayson.com

Visit us at: Smart Medical Fair 2022, 
www.smartmedicalfair.com/stand/h1p8b7z21077
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When it comes to Endodontic files, dentists clearly see the value in pre-sterilized, single-patient-
use files.  During treatment, the files come in contact with blood, secretions or tissue remnants 
that cannot be completely removed, and it is not possible to fully disinfect the files. Since it is 
paramount to keep the entire procedure as sterile as possible, dentists should consider using 
pre-sterilized, single-patient-use Microcopy burs to open and widen the channel.  This will elimi-
nate the risk of bur related cross contamination and will ensure the highest level of infection 
control.  

www.microcopydental.com
sales@microcopyintl.com

Visit us at: IDEM 2022, Booth #EG-05
Smart Medical Fair 2022, www.smartmedicalfair.com/stand/h1p6b6z1480

 Jeilmedical Corporation 
Manufacturer of Orthodontic Mini-Implants
JEILMEDICAL CORPORATION is a spe-
cialist in the manufacturing of orthodon-
tic mini-implants. We have accumulated 
know-how in the orthodontic screw field 
for more than 20 years. Since the launch 
of Dual Top Anchor System in 2004, JEIL-
MEDICAL CO. has been conducting clini-
cal studies and researches on products 
by collaborating with various orthodon-
tic specialists around the world and had 
completed the product line-up with screw 
variations to reflect the needs of surgeons.
Dual Top Anchor System is a comprehen-
sive system that includes Dual Top Screws, 
Anchor Plates, and Battery-powered 
Torque Driver which enhance Orthodon-
tist’s ease of procedure.

www.jeilmed.co.kr
global@jeilmed.co.kr

Visit us at: Smart Medical Fair 2022 
www.smartmedicalfair.com/stand/h3p1b7z21249

    The Cleaner the Better – A case for Pre-Sterilized Endodontic Burs



Make The Switch To

Advanced, Reliable 
Door Technology With 
Assisted Opening and 
Closing Mechanism

Advanced, Reliable 
Door Technology With 
Assisted Opening and 
Closing Mechanism

Exceptional Three  
Dimensional Control
With A Precise 
.020 x .026 Slot

Exceptional Three  
Dimensional Control
With A Precise 
.020 x .026 Slot

Dr. Robert “Tito” Norris in 
conjunction with DynaFlex®, 
has developed the Norris 
20/26® Bracket System. 
His unique background in 
mechanical engineering 
provides him with a distinct 
advantage in mastering 
the forces, vectors, and 
movements inherent in 
performing orthodontic 
treatment. Dr. Norris is 
devoted to creating smiles 
for a lifetime. 

Start To Finish 
In Three To Four 

Common Archwires

Start To Finish 
In Three To Four 

Common Archwires

Or Ralph Esguerra, Vice President Of International Sales
+1-760-300-9764 | ralphe@dynaflex.com

Contact Your Local DynaFlex® Distributor In Your Respective Area/Country

Norris 20/26® Bracket System Patent Pending. 
040722 © DynaFlex®. All rights reserved. 

Scan QR Code To 
Learn MoreLearn More
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INTERDENT d.o.o. · Opekarniška cesta 26 · SI - 3000 CELJE  · T: +386 (0)3 425 62 00 · E: info@interdent.cc · www.interdent.cc

PEEK DISCS

Interrock Premium Tip IV
Interrock New Tip IV
Interstone New Tip IV
Interdur Tip III
Blue Stone / Yellow Stone Tip III
Orthoplaster, ...

· Extremely light, biocompatible, wear-resistant  
  and at the same time almost elastic like a  
  human bone.
· It does not contain metals.
· Due to the ideal transmission of chewing  
  forces, it is ideal for use over implants, as  
  it absorbs chewing forces and promotes   
  osseointegration.

 Dental Tech
Dental Tech Implants. Different solutions... same quality!

 Interdent
CC DISC PEEK 

Extremely light, biocompatible and high-perfor-
mance polymer PEEK (polyether ether ketone) 
material represents an alternative to classic
metal denture bases and many other indica-
tions. A strong and resistant material that, due 
to its light weight and its ability to absorb loads, 
presents patients a completely new comfort.
Indications:
• 4-part bridge up to 2-pontics for posterior area
• 6-part up to 2-pontics bridge anterior area
• Partially removable
• Telescopic work

• Individual temporary abutment and healing 
abutment in anterior region
• Fixed prosthesis all on 4 over implants
• Reinforcement of total dentures (in region of 
alveolar ridge)
• Maryland bridges, inlay supported pontic
• Endo-crowns and Root posts

www.shop-interdent.eu
www.interdent.cc // info@interdent.cc

D-ONE. BENDABLE IMPLANT WITH COM-
PRESSIVE THREADS.
It is used for multiple unit restorations 
with immediate loading in the upper and 
lower jaws, to provide an anchor for pros-
thetic superstructures for dental restora-
tions.

Abutment direction can be adjusted up 
to 15° relative to the implant axis, ensuring 
the desired prosthetic parallelization, but 
also allowing to take advantage of the ad-
jacent stable bone structures.

It should be done in a single twisting op-
eration so as not to compromise the in-
tegrity of the abutment neck.

IMPLOGIC AT. NEW SLIM CONICAL IM-
PLANT ø3.25.
Aggressive conical implant suitable in 
case of reduced bone availability and 
guarantees maximum resistance despite 
the small diameter.

The implant, thanks to its particular spiral 
design, facilitates professional in carrying 
out the Ridge Expansion procedures.

www.dentaltechitalia.com/en
info@dental-tech.it

Visit us at: Italian Dental Show - Colloquium Dental 2022, Infodent Int’l Booth, Hall 5, Booth A26-A28-B25-B27
IDEM 2022, Infodent Int’l Booth FS-22

Visit us at: EAO 2022, Hall 1+2, Booth #E47
Smart Medical Fair 2022, www.smartmedicalfair.com/stand/h1p1b7z1246

3.25
 

ø
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Tribest Dental Products
 Anti-epidemic equipments

Born in 2006, Tribest Dental Products Co, Ltd is a forward-looking company 
focused on dental instruments that are needed for the world. Our company 
values are “safe”, “accurate” and “trustworthy”. In response to the global pan-
demic of Covid-19, we have launched several anti-epidemic equipments in-
cluding face mask and face shield. Don’t hesitate to contact us if you need 
any information.  

www.tribestdental.com
kevin@tribest.cn

Visit us at: 
• DenTech China Shanghai, Hall 2, Booth Q44-46, Q63-65
• Smart Medical Fair 2022
www.smartmedicalfair.com/stand/h1p2b7z2323

Visit us at: CEDE 2022, Booth #A2.1 - CADEX 2022, Booth #A21 - ADF 2022, Booth #1L18

DiaDent Group International
 D-LUX+
D-LUX+ is a high performance dual-wave-
length Cordless LED Curing Light. Built 
and designed with the highest quality 
and durability, its dual-wavelength can 
efficiently, effectively and uniformly po-
lymerize all light-cured dental materials. 
At its maximum light intensity output of 
2,400mW/cm2, it can complete all restora-
tions safely and efficiently.

Benefits
- A high intensity output of 2,400mW/cm2 
and 10W LED offers short curing time and 
efficient polymerization
- 360° swivel light prove and silicone ring 
tip ensure patient comfort

- Dual-wavelength with 4 LED lamps can 
efficiently polymerize all dental materials
- Broadband spectrum of 385nm-515nm
- Wireless battery charging system eliminates 
any potential charging contract problems
- Five(5) versatile curing modes allow flex-
ible curing time and power intensity in-
cluding 1 second curing and Orthodontic 
curing mode
- Built-in Light Intensity Measurement 
Sensor provides peace of mind so clini-
cians can always verify if the intensity is 
within normal range

www.diadent.co.kr
diadent@diadent.co.kr
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 Fly Cat Electric
Take care of your nasal health

Fly Cat has developed nasal irrigators 
with different modes to give your 
nasal pathways a complete clean, 
and it is simple and easy to use. And 
to meet children’s nasal cleaning 
needs, we have launched our new 
model especially for kids.

With the help of our nasal irrigator, 
you’ll experience less snoring and a 
deeper more restful sleep.
Besides, it is found that saline nasal 
irrigation may help reduce the se-
verity of symptoms associated with 
COVID-19, which might be a good 
news for people suffering from nasal 

problems. We have a strong R&D to 
provide you with innovative solution 
for nasal hygiene. Our certificates 
granted by European and the US au-
thorities ensures your sales with no 
worries in those regions.

Contact us to learn more.

www.nicefeel.com
kyrawang@fly-cat.com.cn 

Visit us at: Smart Medical Fair 2022, 
www.smartmedicalfair.com/stand/h1p6b8z2545
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Founded in May 2000, Runyes, focusing on dental, is a high-tech 
enterprise with 22-year history, specializing in the developing and 
manufacturing of dental equipment.
One of its most popular products - Runyes 3DS Intraoral Scan-
ner, perfectly realized to finish full-arch scanning within only 90 
seconds. It presents the full advantages of modern digital dental 
technologies with its accuracy, fast speed, easy to use, artificial in-
telligence, open system, etc. Besides, quick share function further 
realizes the sharing of the scanned data through multiple plat-
forms such as mobile phones and computers. Whether the pa-
tients or the dentists, can quickly and intuitively view the details 
of the intraoral scanned data by simply scanning the QR code or 
opening the link. Also, the data storage is becoming convenient, 
which can be upgraded to dental health report, realizing the vi-
sualization of doctor-patient communication, reducing the com-
munication costs, and efficiently assisting digital diagnosis and
treatment.

en.runyes.com
marketing@runyes.com

 B&L Biotech
 EndoM & EndoR      Runyes Medical Instrument

An Efficient & Convenient Intraoral Scanner - Full-arch scanning within only 90 seconds

Younity, belong to BDC Dental Corpo-
ration Ltd., is strategically located in 
Guangzhou China with a 120,000 square 
feet modern manufacturing facility 
and is devoted to be the leading dental 
equipment manufacturer in China by 
consolidating R&D, production, market-
ing, and service. 

We are certified with ISO 13485 Quality 
Management System and products are 
CE approved and FDA cleared, producing 
high-quality dental handpieces. 

Our handpieces is with instant-stop and 
Zero Suck-back function, which can make 
treatment be safer and make using life be 
longer. It is welcome by dentists all over the 
world. 

Younity is oriented by the demands of the 
dentists and strives to bring everyone a 
healthy and confident smile. Keep moving 
beyond your needs always.

www.o-bdc.com
sales@o-bdc.com

 BDC Dental Corporation
100% Zero Suck-back, Make Safer Treatment & Longer Using Life 
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 Nanning Baolai Medical Instrument
Baolai develops household waterless piezo ultrasonic tooth cleaner 

Nanning Baolai Medical Instrument Co., 
Ltd was established in 2009, to mainly de-
velop technological products for the world-
wide dental equipment market. Baolai has 
ISO13485, CE, FDA certifications and 37 pat-
ents, and is one of only two Chinese ultra-
sonic scaler manufacturers having all these 
certifications.
Baolai was the first manufacturer, in the 
world, to launch an aluminium alloy scaler 
handpiece. Solving the traditional scaler 
handpiece problems such as cracking and 
yellowing caused by the disinfection pro-

cess. It was granted 15 national patents for 
this innovation.
Baolai has developed not only piezo ultra-
sonic scaler, led curing light, etc. for den-
tists use, but also waterless piezo ultrasonic 
tooth cleaner and oral irrigator for home 
use. All products are highly regarded by 
dentists and individual users from 112 coun-
tries and regions of the world.

www.booool.com
info@booool.com

Visit us at: Smart Medical Fair 2022, www.smartmedicalfair.com/stand/h1p4b1z1427

 Lascod 
KromopanSil - A complete range of addition curing silicones

Lascod presents KromopanSil, a new line of addition curing silicones that allow to ob-
tain optimal results with every impression taking technique, and guarantee maximum 
accuracy in detecting details. 
• PUTTY, for the first impression, it is available in two different hardnesses: Hard, Soft.
• BODY, specific for the second impression, it’s available in four different consistencies: 
Superlight, Light, Regular, Heavy.
• MONO is ideal for the monophase technique.
• BITE, designed for occlusal registrations.

All available in Normal and Fast setting!

www.lascod.it
info@lascod.it

Visit us at:  IDEM 2022, Booth EJ-17
Italian Dental Show - Colloquium Dental 2022, Infodent Int’l Booth, Hall 5, Booth A26-A28-B25-B27
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After the great success of DIGISMILE 3D 
intraoral scanner, New Life Radiology de-
cided to expand its digital offering with 
additive manufacturing systems for den-
tal professionals: DigiPrint and DigiPrint 
Plus (also available in 4K) are MLSA/LED-
LCD 3D Printers intentionally designed 
and developed for chair side applications 
as well as for laboratories. Fast, precise 
and extremely silent, compact and ver-
satile, DigiPrint 3D Printers are easy to 
connect and ready to use: with automatic 
calibration, slicing integrated, printed by 
the 3D printers themselves with biode-
gradable materials, equipped with latest 
3D Technologies (monochrome displays, 
electronic control of the resin tempera-
ture and the print volume, ventilation 
grilles for the print volume heating, resin 

cooling/heating, open systems (385nm 
and 405nm wavelenght), RSA (Remote 
Software Assistance) on all models, for an 
immediate remote assistance even dur-
ing printing workflow. Finalize your prints 

with the next-generation UV Cabin Digi-
Box, activated with a single click. 

www.newliferadiology.it
info@newliferadiology.it

  New Life Radiology
DigiPrint, the 100% Made in Italy 3D Printers for dental applications

Visit us at: Italian Dental Show - Colloquium Dental 2022, Infodent Int’l Booth, Hall 5, Booth A26-A28-B25-B27
IDEM 2022, Infodent Int’l Booth FS-22 
Smart Medical Fair 2022, www.smartmedicalfair.com/stand/h4p1b2z2267 - www.smartmedicalfair.com/stand/h1p1b2z2265

 Ningbo Ican Machines
ICANCLAVE, make the sterilization easy!

We have been focusing on the develop-
ment and production of dental steam 
sterilizer for 20 years. ICANCLAVE always 
make the sterilization easy and satisfied 
the dentists all of the world both on the 
quality and service.
Three series of Class B steam sterilizers 
Model D, Model D pro and Model T, pro-
vide sterilization solutions for dental clin-
ics with different budgets.  

www.icanclave.com
sales@icanclave.com

Visit us at: Smart Medical Fair 2022, www.smartmedicalfair.com/stand/h1p9b1z11078
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Visit us at: Smart Medical Fair 2022, www.smartmedicalfair.com/stand/h2p1b1z1312

Sabilex is a leading manufacturer since 
1951. High quality products, new tech-
nologies and constant research are the 
company’s main concerns for achieving 
excellence and reliability. 
Sabilex offers one of the most advanced 
injection systems in the market including: 
1) Sabilex Injection Machines:
.Fully automatic 
.Compact Design 
.Injection temperature: up to 400°C 
.Weight 12kg 
.Easy programming 
.CE
2)  Sabilex Injection Materials:
6 CE certified versatile multi-property 
materials to elaborate dentures:
- Flexifast, PremiumFlex and Flexiultra 
for the making of flexible partials.

- Flexiacryl, a monomer free thermo-
plastic acrylic for the making of full and 
partial dentures. The flexibility you need. 
Bonds with regular acrylic.
- Flexiacetal for the making of aesthetic 
retainers, frameworks and more
- Biostrong – Peek thermoplastic resin 
for the making of frameworks, bridges, 
connectors and more
3) Vacuum sealed ready to use car-
tridges. 
4) Sabilex Marketing and Training Sup-
port.
Quality marketing materials and sup-
port for Dealers, Dentists, Labs and Pa-
tients. Sabilex exports worldwide.
Interested dealers are welcomed 
to contact us.

www.sabilex.com
info@sabilex.com

  Sabilex de Flexafil
Microinjection machines – Cartridges – Materials - FLEXIBLE PARTIALS
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AirGuard Health XP is the most technologically advanced magni-
fication with advantages of a built-in computer with an advanced 
aerosol guard. 
Designed as an all-in-one device, it comes equipped with seven 

key tools: high-definition 
camera, precision light-
ing, extra-oral suction, 
audio, 10x magnification, 
Bluetooth and Wifi with 
built-in computer. 

Eliminate loupes that do 
not protect the air or staff. 

The magnification presents a larger field of vision, 
no resizing or adjusting eye prescriptions. This pro-
vides an ergonomic viewing option for all clinicians 
present or online with our sharing platform. 

Extra-oral suction pulls contaminated air away 
from the dentist and support staff. 

The high-definition camera allows you to take and stream with a 
touch of one button. The camera can be used to show patients or 
be evaluated in real time.

www.airguardhealth.com
info@airguardhealth.com

 AirGuard
 AirGuard Health XP 

We produce and distribute parts for hand-
piece repair in more than 50 countries 
around the world.

Our products are suitable for world’s best 
known dental brands and we cover the 
majority of models. We are developing in-
novative technical solutions and always 
looking for an improvement in our parts. 
We support our clients with technical in-
formation and repair tips.
Wide range of spare parts:
1. Turbine rotors, push buttons, keys

2. High & low speed bearings
3. Micromotor parts
4. Contra angle rotor and gears
5. Bulbs and fibre optics
6. Hoses, suction tubes, syringes
7. Repair tools
8. Washers & O-rings

Receive our brand new catalog on 258 
pages.

www.spiroteh.com
info@spiroteh.com

 SPIRO
1250+ parts for handpiece repair and only one supplier

Visit us at: Smart Medical Fair 2022, www.smartmedicalfair.com/stand/h1p8b5z11317
www.smartmedicalfair.com/stand/h7p1b1z11318

triScan is an innovative intraoral scanner 
that captures extremely detailed images 
of the hard and soft, or non-calcified, tis-
sues in and around the gums  and digitally 
transfers them to your computer.

• High accuracy and precision
• Faster and less invasive treatments
• Automatic scan clean-up
• Complete and precise impressions in a 
few minutes.

The scanner generates a virtual model of 
the oral cavity that shows perfect details 
of the enamel, dentin, cementum, pulp 
and the center of the tooth that contains 

nerves, blood vessels and connective tis-
sue. These high realistic impressions help 
to diagnose and plan any kind of special-
ized treatment as implants, bridges, den-
tures, retainers, and crowns.

Light and compact structure of 
216×40×36 mm and 246 g weight

Trident 
       triScan

www.trident-dental.com
info@trident-dental.com



DISCOVER THE 100% 
DIGITAL SHADE SCANNER 
SOLUTION

www.borea-dental.com
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Visit us at: IDEM 2022, Infodent Int’l Booth FS-22 
Smart Medical Fair 2022, www.smartmedicalfair.com/stand/h2p1b2z2356 - www.smartmedicalfair.com/stand/h1p2b5z1519

TCS, Inc. is a dental manufacturing com-
pany dedicated to providing dental labora-
tories with exceptional quality of resins and 
equipment, allowing for the most reliable, 
functional, and uncompromising aesthet-
ic restorations for patients with missing 
teeth. TCS proudly manufactures all prod-
ucts in-house in the USA and monitors and 
reviews its quality through the implemen-
tation of an effective Quality Management 
System based on ISO 13485 standards.  
TCS offers three resilient, high perform-
ing resins to choose from: Unbreak-
able™ (nylon based) & iFlex™ (polyolefin 
based) ideal for flexible partials, available 

in 4 translucent pink shades and natural 
(white-ish). As well as, Karadent™ (micro-
crystalline polymer) ideal for full dentures, 
clear clasps and frameworks, available in 2 
translucent pink shades and crystal clear. 
Additionally, TCS offers a variety of injec-
tion units and accessories for every size 
lab and budget. TCS resins are packaged 
in vacuum sealed cartridges that include 
patient care instructions and delivery bags. 

whatsapp: +1 (562) 212-6876

www.tcsdentalinc.com
abraham@tcsdentalinc.com   

 TCS 
Flexible Partials & Equipment  

WORLD SCOOP
Microwave sintering furnace for zirconium prostheses
Advantages:
- Minimum total sintering time of only 4-5 hours.
- The temperature is reached more uniformly, resulting in a stron-
ger sintered structure.
- Maintenance savings (less power, fewer components, without 
the fragile and expensive resistances of molybdenum silicate).
- Very low consumption (800/1100 W).
- Allows several production cycles on the same day.
- Very easy to operate.
- Much smaller than conventional ovens.
- The housing practically does not get hot.
The oven is supplied with all necessary accessories for immediate 
start-up.
Height: 547 mm / Width: 440 mm / Depth: 385 mm / Weight: 31 kg 
/ 230 V / 50 Hz / 2000 W / Max. temperature: 1550 ºC

 

www.mestra.es // info@mestra.es

 Talleres Mestraitua
 Mestra microwave sintering furnace for zirconia Ref. 080114
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Visit us at: IDEM 2022, Hall E, Booth #EN-12

Shining 3D, the pioneer of independent research and develop-
ment of 3D digitizing and additive manufacturing technologies, 
announces an upgrade and expansion of the dental professional 
3D scanner series with a brand new model, Aoralscan 3.
It  improves the overall clinical experience allowing  users to eas-
ily acquire digital impressions in a faster and more accurate way. 
Powerful and intelligent data processing capabilities make Aorals-
can 3 the perfect companion for first-time users as well as experi-
enced users who demand the most from their scanning system.
Aoralscan 3 can be applied for a wide range of clinical indications,  
always providing a state-of-the-art user experience with the best 
results.  
The scan speed has been drastically improved, up to 30% faster 
than the previous model thanks to a renewed scanning tech-
nology.

Similarly, the accuracy of Aoralscan 3 is also great-
ly increased by 30%, allowing for better results.
Thanks to AI, Aoralscan 3 can automatically iden-
tifies and filters out miscellaneous data during 
scanning. And with the help of the motion sens-
ing control function, dentists can carry out the 
scanning process with minimal computer con-
tact, ensuring safe and efficient clinical experi-
ence.

www.shining3ddental.com
sales@shining3d.com

Visit us at: IDEM 2022, Booth #FS-12

 Shining 3D
Aoralscan 3 – the new intraoral scanner

Precision is important in all fields, and es-
pecially in medicine and dentistry.
Precision often allows us to prevent or 
treat various conditions in time.
In the dental field, periodontal probes are 
an example of this. They can be used to di-
agnose and measure the progress of peri-
odontitis and other infections.
Today, the almost systematic use of ad-
vanced vision systems, enabling us to see 
even the smallest details, makes it even 
more necessary to have instruments that 

can provide enhanced definition and pre-
cision.
As usual, in DenTag we keep up to date 
with the evolution of the dental practice 
and its additional needs.
This has led us to the creation of periodon-
tal probes with a very high degree of defi-
nition and precision. Given the new and 
sophisticated vision systems in use, we 
also thought to reduce the disturbing im-
pact of reflection from stainless steel, by 
reversing the normal coloration of the tips.

www.dentag.com
info@dentag.com   

 DenTag
Evolution is not a gamble but the way to win it

Aquapik by Boston Tech, was born from 
the need to find an effective solution for 
oral hygiene. Founded by dentists and 
engineers, Aquapik brings water flosser 
technology to the international market 
for the needs of those who carry dental 
implants, prosthetics, orthodontics and 
everyday oral hygiene. Thanks to our ex-
perts at the R&D department, we have 
achieved products that meet the preci-
sion and quality that oral health requires. 
Thanks to the collaboration of European 
universities and research centers in Colo-
rado USA., we have managed to supply 
devices that meet the quality and preci-
sion required by oral health professionals. 

Our logistic centers are ready to export 
from Europe, Asia and the United States 
of America and meet the demand of the 
international market. Currently we have 
exclusive distributors for some countries 
and we accept requests from others to 
complete the best international distribu-
tion network. 
T. (0034) 912 939 703

www.aquapik.eu
export@aquapik.eu

 OralTeck
Aquapik by Boston Tech



New Life Radiology
Corso Giuseppe Canonico Allamano 13/15 Int. G
10095 | Grugliasco (TO) | Italy

info@newliferadiology.it
www.newliferadiology.it

DigiPrint, the 100% Made in Italy 3D Printers for dental applications

• fast, precise and extremely silent
• easy to connect, ready to use
• automatic calibration
• printed by the 3D printers themselves 
  with biodegradable materials
• slicing integrated
• open systems (385nm and 405nm wavelenght)
• RSA (Remote Software Assistance) on all models
• available also in 4K

All the nuances 
of radiology.
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NEW

INTRAORAL 
SENSORS

INTRAORAL 
X-RAYS

3D INTRAORAL 
SCANNERS

PHOSPHOR PLATE 
SCANNERS

DIGITAL PANORAMICS 
AND CBCT

Visit us at 
IDEM Singapore 2022
Booth FS-22
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Visit us at: IDEM 2022, Booth #EH-02 - Italian Dental Show - Colloquium Dental 2022, Infodent Int’l Booth, Hall 5, Booth A26-A28-B25-B27
Smart Medical Fair 2022, www.smartmedicalfair.com/stand/h1p4b2z2426

B&B Dental
 B&B Dental Guided Surgery system

Guided surgery today is reliable, precise 
and predictable, thanks to the advent of 
increasingly efficient planning software. 
The advantages of guided surgery im-
plantology are many:
• less invasive surgery (usually flapless)
• easier and quicker post-surgical recov-
ery for the patient
• very high precision in implant positioning
• possibility of immediate loading, where 
conditions permit;
• greater medico-legal protection: thanks 
to radiological investigations (Tac or 
Cone Beam) and the use of software for 
the design of guided surgery (the profes-
sional is obliged to use the means and 

not the results);
• intelligent management of warehouse 
stocks.
B&B Dental offers all-round computer-
guided implantology training courses on 
its digital workflow, starting from every 
skill level, to accompany the clinician in 
the learning curve of this method that 
represents the future of implantology. It 
also has an internal guided surgery cen-
ter that supports dentists in the design 
of their clinical cases and in the prepara-
tion of the necessary materials.

www.bebdental.it/pro/it
info@bebdental.it

The Ducatron Quattro is the last devel-
opment of the famous Ducatron casting 
machines range made by Ugin Dentaire 
since the seventies and improved year af-
ter year to give to the customer a casting 
machine reliable, versatile and easy to use. 
The self-balanced casting arm, directly 
connected to the engine and the low elec-

trical frequency of generator give a real 
confidence to the user, without stress for 
high casting results for fixed restorations 
and removable partial denture.

www.ugindentaire.fr/en
info@ugin-dentaire.fr
export@ugin-dentaire.fr

Ugin Dentaire
Casting machine Ducatron Quattro

Visit us at: Smart Medical Fair 2022
www.smartmedicalfair.com/stand/h1p7b5z11302 - www.smartmedicalfair.com/stand/h2p1b5z11175

Control without compromise. To achieve 
superior arch development and fully ex-
pressed smiles, research has shown low-
forces and less friction are the obvious 
routes to take. It is critical to preserve the 
free-sliding mechanics of passive self-liga-
tion while reducing the learning curve.  
The Norris 20/26® System incorporates 
best-in-class features including:
• .020 x .026 Archwire Slot
• Reduced slot dimension to deliver un-
paralleled control while preserving free-
sliding mechanics
• Auto-Open/Auto-Close Door

•  The unique mechanism allows the door to 
actually “glide open” and “glide closed” once 
the door travels 50% in either direction.  
• This “Assisted” opening and closing is the 
first and only of its kind, and is another 
leap forward in PSL technology.
• Deep Tie-Wing undercuts
• This true “Twin” design easily accepts lig-
ature ties and chain for additional control.
• Nickel-Free Cobalt-Chromium
• Cobalt-Chromium boasts superior fric-
tional characteristics vs. 17-4 Stainless 
Steel, while providing a safe solution for 
any potential nickel-allergy patients.

www.dynaflex.com/norris2026
ralphe@dynaflex.com

DynaFlex
 The Norris System

Visit us at: Smart Medical Fair 2022, www.smartmedicalfair.com/stand/h1p5b8z2462



PLATE SCANNER HF INTRAORAL GENERATORDIRECT USB SENSOR DIGITAL USB CAMERADIGITAL USB CAMERA

Light & compact

Multi-FOV from 12x10 to 5x5 cm

CAD/CAM ready

Controlled budget

2, rue des Vieilles Vignes • 77183 Croissy-Beaubourg • Tel. : +33 (0)1 64 11 18 18 
info@owandy.com • www.owandy.com

34493_OWANDY_AP_Imax_3d_Ceph_21x28_EN.indd   134493_OWANDY_AP_Imax_3d_Ceph_21x28_EN.indd   1 05/07/2022   18:02:0005/07/2022   18:02:00
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 BMS Dental
Steril Maximum

Manufactured with the most up to date technologies, these are 
the main features:

•  Stainless-steel chamber.
•  Large graphic display, including a control software, making the 
   autoclave extremely user-friendly.
•  MTS (Memory Test System) a technical backup to assist the user 
   with more reliable and faster diagnosis.
•  Settings and menu in 19 different languages.
•  Built-in printer, to carry out the daily data recording.
•  Automatic electrical door lock for the safety of the user.
•  10 sterilization cycles: 6 Type-B Cycles and 4 Type-S Cycles 
   according to the type of material to be sterilized. 
•  2 test cycles (“Vacuum Test” and “Helix/Bowie & Dick Test”), 
   see LINK.

NEW! The implementation of the conductivity meter for water 
control protects the steam generator, checking the quality of 
the water and preventing damage due to repeated use of bad 
quality water (this positively affect life cycle of the entire device).

www.bmsdental.it
info@bmsdental.it

LINK: to carry out the routine tests for the correct device functioning and sterilization 
efficiency, discover the quality of BMS dental sterilization control tests. Starting by 
the specific tests for Class B autoclaves, Bowie&Dick and Helix tests to the most used 
sterilization indicators: type 4 and type 6.

Visit us at: IDEM 2022, Infodent Int’l Booth FS-22
Smart Medical Fair 2022, www.smartmedicalfair.com/stand/h4p6b5z1522 - www.smartmedicalfair.com/stand/h1p4b5z1521

ASTRA MOBILI METALLICI is one of the 
most emblematic symbols of the Italian 
dental, veterinary and medical sectors. 
The company has 3 modern production 
facilities for the metal processing and a 
domestic and export sales department.
 
The cabinets are made by means of up-
to-date technologies and with top quality 
raw materials that guarantee a premium 
product. Thanks to its wide offer, Astra can 
meet any requests of design.

Genius, flexible, open to challenges and 
new ideas, Astra is the brand that em-
braces the future.

NON-ELECTRIFIED TROLLEYS – a practi-
cal and functional design complement. 

We propose them in different combina-
tions of drawers and with tops in various 
materials. They can also be customized in 
terms of colours, for the handles and front 
panels.

www.astrastyl.it
commerciale@astrastyl.it
marketing@astrastyl.it

ASTRA Mobili Metallici
 The ASTRA trolleys are there for you everywhere

Visit us at: Smart Medical Fair 2022, www.smartmedicalfair.com/stand/h1p9b5z11967



Centrifugal induction 
casting machine 

Ducatron quattro

•  For melting all dental alloys except titanium

•  Clear view of the alloy fusion process

•  Touch button control panel

•  The DC gear motor drive gives a silent-running 
system

•  Higher starting torque

•  No more need to adjust belt tension

•  Motor and casting arm connected on same axis

•  Self-balance of casting arm with the exclusive ring 
trays

•  Closed circuit cooling system

•  Coolant level, generator and cover lock warning light

•  Includes a wide range of accessories for immediate use

•  No special electrical installation needed, 
only a classical 16A plug 

Technical specifi cations
• Generator frequency: 130 KHz

• Fusion capacity: 60 g of alloy

• Power adjustable from 20 to 100 %

• Centrifugation speed: 450 rpm

•  Two start modes: fast (for non-precious 
and semi-precious alloys) and moderate 
(for precious alloys)
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25 rue de la Tuilerie • 38170 Seyssinet-Pariset • FRANCE
info@ugin-dentaire.fr  •  export@ugin-dentaire.fr

ugindentaire.fr

TECHNOLOGY AT THE SERVICE OF AESTHETICS

For any information, please contact us.

10472 UGIN AP Ducatron 210x280 04-2021 EN.indd   110472 UGIN AP Ducatron 210x280 04-2021 EN.indd   1 07/04/2021   11:50 AM07/04/2021   11:50 AM
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EndoM and EndoR are B&L’s newest prod-
ucts and are used to hold files and mea-
sure the length of the instruments during 
endodontic procedures.
These products are different from the cur-
rent ones in the market because they have 
magnets for customization in orientation. 
EndoM’s wrist design is useful to custom-
ize different dentists’ wrist size. 
 
For more details or questions, please visit 
our website www.bnlbio.com 
or contact customerservice@bnlbio.com 
(+1-844-265-2460).

www.bnlbio.com
customerservice@bnlbio.com

NEW BREAKTHROUGH - PRODEX™ BL LED 
Light Curing Machine 
Innovative design! One button, saving time.

PRODEX™ BL offers Top and bottom light sources to save time. 
No need to turn over the curing object during the process.

Features:
*TOP&BOTTOM LIGHT SOURCE - Illuminate with uniform energy:
No need to turn over the curing object during the process and 
get the positive outcome.

*MULTI-WAVELENGTH - 365nm/385nm/405nm combination:
Allows to cure various materials in the market.

*HIGH POWER LEDs - UP to 90w, 35 pcs LEDs:
High consumed powers to save your time and cost.

Support Application in:
• PROTOTYPING
• MOLD-MAKING
• 3D PRINTING POST-CURING
• LENS & OPTICAL BONDING

Video link:  www.youtube.com/watch?v=gdL8_547zNg

www.dentmate.com.tw
info@dentmate.com.tw

Visit us at: Smart Medical Fair 2022 
www.smartmedicalfair.com/stand/h1p3b4z1274

 B&L Biotech
EndoM & EndoR

 Dentmate Technology
PRODEX BL LED Light Curing Machine
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Focus
Constitutional monarchy 
with a unicameral 
parliament (Folketing) of 
179 seats. Head of state 
Queen Margrethe II and 
head of government 
prime minister Mette 
Frederiksen

Though member of the 
EU, Denmark’s national 
currency is the krone. In a 
2000 referendum, 53% of 
voters rejected adoption 
of the euro

Kastrup, near 
Copenhagen, is one of 
the busiest airports in 
Europe; it is a center for 
international air traffic

Public income is derived 
primarily from taxes on 
real estate, personal 
income, and capital, as 
well as through customs 
and excise duties. The 
heaviest indirect tax, 
which goes to the 
national government, is 
the value-added tax (VAT) 

In 2019, about 70% of 
Danish adults reported 
being in good health, a 
proportion close to the 
EU average. However, as 
in other countries, people 
on higher incomes are 
more likely to report 
being in good health 
(81%), compared with 62% 
of those in the lowest



Equity is a value in the Danish healthcare system, and healthcare is an important 

part of its welfare system, resulting in a heavily financed public funds system, 

experiencing little inequality. But most of all Denmark has, long before others, 

realized the need to rethink its health system, and has radically transformed it to 

make it financially sustainable for the multiple challenges ahead, turning it into a 

more effective system than other developed countries, such as the U.S. and other 

European countries.

         Denmark     
      Rethinking Healthcare               
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Author: Silvia Borriello
Editorial Director
silvia.borriello@infodent.com

Denmark consistently 
ranks among the 
happiest countries in the 
world 

Denmark has two 
dependencies: Greenland 
and the Faeroe 
Islands. They are both 
independent in health 
matters but follow 
the Danish national 
legislation



Denmark, officially Kingdom of Den-
mark, is just a small country of 5.8 
million inhabitants and a high stan-
dard of living. Its per capita gross na-
tional product is among the highest 
in the world, with well-developed so-
cial services. The economy is based 
primarily on service industries, trade, 
and manufacturing; only a tiny per-
centage of the population is en-
gaged in agriculture and fishing. 
Small enterprises are dominant. 
In the healthcare industry, many 
local manufacturers possess fair 
shares in the global market. They 
specialize in the production of 
hearing aids, diagnostics, ortho-
pedic and prosthetic devices. Den-
mark is also home to major compa-
nies in the medical device, biotech, 

and pharmaceutical industries. 
About 90% of the local production 
is exported.
War in Ukraine has, in short time, be-
come a new and destabilizing factor 
in both the Danish and global econo-
my. It dampens growth and increases 
inflation at a time when inflation and 
capacity utilization is already high. 
Even if Danish economy is generally 
robust (its pre-covid GDP growth was 
+2.1%, World Bank 2019 data), and 
able to manage new challenges, it is 
expected to enter a pause in growth 
or, even, risks a fall in activity.

A Social Welfare State
One of the world’s oldest and most 
comprehensive social welfare sys-
tem, Denmark offers unemploy-

ment, disability, old-age, and sur-
vivorship benefits at virtually no 
charge to all Danes. Healthcare is 
part of the Danish welfare model 
and is grounded in the principle of 
solidarity amongst citizens, via their 
right to free healthcare and educa-
tion. The state, or national level of 
government, controls all regulatory 
and supervisory power for health-
care. Health services are then provid-
ed by the 5 regions (Regioner) and 
98 municipalities (Kommuner). [...]

Scan the QR Code 
for the full article
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Denmark EU

GDP per capita (EUR PPP*) 40,464 29,801

Relative poverty rate (% 2019) 12.5 16.5

Unemployment rate (%)** 5.6 7.1

Note: *PPP= Purchasing power 
parity (PPP) is defined as the rate of 
currency conversion that equalizes the 
purchasing power of different currencies 
by eliminating the differences in price 
levels between countries. / **Percentage 
of persons living with less than 60% of  
median equivalized disposable income. 
Source: Eurostat database.
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Height 340 mm

Width 285 mm

Depth 380 mm

Weight 4.9 kg

Rated power 1600 W

Disc diameter 235 mm

Speed 3000 rpm

UUltra  compactltra  compact
trimmer trimmer SerantesSerantes
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CAUTION!
Diamond discs are very heath-sensitive: 
do not trim or rectify metal pieces 
or coatings.
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1  Ref. 080097-08 (5 u.)   Sandpaper disc coarse grain - 80 
2  Ref. 080097-09 (5 u.)   Sandpaper disc fine grain - 120 
3  Ref. 080098-01 (1 u.)   Diamoonndd disc

Accessories

Sandpaper disc   Ref. 080097 
Diamond disc   Ref. 080098 
Sandpaper disc - DRY   Ref. 080099

380 mm

340 mm

285 mm MESTRA presents its new model trimmer, 
possibly the smallest on the market. 
Ideal for small environments, with the productivity of a 
completely professional trimmer: the table and the window 
are similar to those of larger trimmers.

l Totally removable door for easy cleaning.
l Velcro® sand disc with highcutting capacity and very easy

replacement. Also available in diamond.
l Powerful motor with built-in brake (stops in less than one turn).
l Made of high-strength technical plastics (no corrosion).
l Large work table (114 mm wide) height adjustable.
l Cleaning by water (adjustable). Dry trimmer optional.
l Rear water outlet.
l Totally compatible with the MESTRA family of decanters.
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In most European countries den-
tal care operates outside the main-
stream healthcare systems and the 
role of private services is more sig-
nificant than for other somatic care. 
Equality and solidarity have been the 
ideological basis of the Nordic Welfare 
State model, which includes a wide 
range of publicly funded and pro-
vided services. Typical for the Nordic 
countries is a relatively large public 
sector along with a private sector. 
The public sector service is staffed 
by salaried personnel and includes 
rural and sparsely populated areas. 
Care provision is decentralized, and 
local government (regions or mu-
nicipalities) has great autonomy 
in organizing the services. The oral 
healthcare system in Denmark con-
sists of a public and a private sector, 
where public and private comple-
ment each other rather than compet-
ing with one another.

In Denmark, oral healthcare for 
children and adolescents is provid-

ed by the municipal dental service. 
Dental care is completely free for 
children and young people up to 
18 years of age, under the munici-
pal dental health service or with 
a private practicing dentist, who 
is reimbursed based on fees paid 
by the municipalities. The munici-
pal children and youth dental care 
services include periodic check-ups 
and treatments (e.g., in connection 
with caries) and refers children to 
orthodontists if necessary. The pub-
lic dental care system for children 
was launched in 1972, and consoli-
dated under the Dental Care Act in 
1986, by including all children and 
adolescents up to 18 years of age. The 
system provides health promotion, 
systematic prevention, and curative 
care, free of charge. Since 1994, the 
municipalities have also been re-
sponsible for providing dental care 
to adults or elderly persons who 
have difficulties in using private ser-
vices because of reduced mobility or 
physical or psychological functional 

capacity. Children and adults who 
suffer from mental illness or mental 
handicaps can have specialist care in 
public clinics. 
Dental health for children and ado-
lescents is essentially school based 
and, as a result of outreach activities, 
the participation rate is nearly 100%. 
It includes comprehensive clinical 
oral care, prevention and oral health 
education for children and parents. 
School-based activities encompass 
oral health education in the classroom, 
diet control, supervised oral hygiene 
instructions, fissure sealing of perma-
nent molars and the effective use of 
fluorides. The Danish Act on Dental 
Care also obliged municipalities to 
take on the responsibility to report 
oral health data to a national record-
ing system, which is developed, and 
implemented, by the National Board 
of Health. The system was established 
to evaluate the evolution of oral health 
status nationally, regionally, and locally. 
On the other hand, dental health-
care for citizens, older than 18 years, 

Equality and Solidarity 
in Danish Dental Care 
Equality and solidarity are the ideological basis of the Nordic Welfare State model, 
and Denmark is no exception. Cuts in adult dental care subsidies, over the years, and 
adjustments of beneficiary groups were not only made due to economic concerns, 
but also due to changed treatment needs among the adult population. The changes 
aimed to give more support to those with greater needs and highest costs, rather than 
supporting everybody. Nonetheless organizing good and equitable dental care for all 
remains a challenge.

Greenland and the Faroe Islands 
In Greenland, all dental care is provided as a free public service, to children and adults. All 
dentists, except one private practitioner, are employed by the Greenland government and there 
is a constant need for more staff. The demand for dentists in Greenland is likely to increase as 
old arrangements for free flights to Denmark for Danish nationals are phased out. However, new 
arrangements, including short-term contracts of three or six months, free accommodation and 
a free return flight should make working in Greenland more attractive to non-Danish dentists. 
Nearly all dentists work with Inuit staff who act as Inuit interpreters also. 
The Faroe Islands are governed as a single Danish municipality. Until recently, as in Greenland, all 
dental services were provided as a free public service. Today the system in the Faroe Islands is the 
same as in Denmark as a whole.

7.30
min

READING TIME
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is offered by private dental practi-
tioners. Citizens are responsible for 
a substantial part of the payments; 
however, some of the payments, in 
particular the preventive services, 
are covered by the regions. The sys-
tem of subsidies for dental health-
care is operated by an agreement 
between the regions and the Danish 
Dental Association. Under this system 
the patient pays a part of the fee to 
the dentist; the other part is claimed 
through the region. The amount paid 
by the patients is dependent on the 
treatment, and age of patients but, in 
general, patients pay the majority of 
the treatment costs. In general, the 
subsidy is higher for preventive care 
and essential treatments, and lower 
for expensive treatments such as oral 

surgery. Subsidies for the 18-25-year-
olds are higher. The main treat-
ments for which subsidies are paid 
include examination and diagnosis, 
fillings, oral surgery, periodontology, 
and endodontics. For most adults, 
orthodontics, crowns and bridges, 
and removable prosthodontics have 
to be paid for in full by the patient. 
Several groups may receive extraor-
dinary subsidies towards their dental 
treatment, for example, patients with 
cancer and Sjögren syndrome, and 
patients with a poor economic status. 
Free dental care may be available for 
adults, for example, if the treatment 
needs to be carried out in a hospital.
On average, patients pay 81% of 
costs, mostly-out-of-pocket, and 
the public about 19% (2019 data). 

However, a substantial number 
of Danish adults (about 30%) buy 
private health insurance to further 
subsidize their dental costs. Three 
different reimbursement and pay-
ment levels can be chosen. Practi-
cally all kinds of treatment includ-
ing prosthetics are covered and the 
reimbursements are listed accord-
ing to a special scheme. Prices are 
regulated through negotiations be-
tween the Danish Dental Association 
(Dansk Tandlægeforening) and the 
Health Insurance Negotiating Com-
mittee (Sygesikringens Forhandling-
sudvalg) every second year. Persons 
with high social background are 
more often insured than those with 
low social status, which does not 
contribute to equity.

Equality and solidarity have been the ideological basis of the 
Nordic Welfare State model, which includes a wide range of 
publicly funded and provided services.
The oral healthcare system in Denmark consists of a public and 
a private sector, where public and private complement each other 
rather than competing with one another.

Country Reimbursement of private dental care Coverage Treatment covered

Denmark
Danske regioner *
National Health Insurance 

All adults
Basic treatment, 
not prosthetics

Finland
Kela 
National Sickness Insurance 

All adults 
Basic treatment, 
not prosthetics

Iceland
Sjukratryggingar Islands 
Icelandic Health Insurance 

0-18 year-olds, old age 
and disability pensioners, 
adults with certain 
diseases or conditions

Basic treatment, removable 
prosthetics

Norway Folketrygd 
Adults with certain 
diseases or conditions 
<18 years 

Certain specialist treatment, 
orthodontics for the young

Sweden
The National Insurance ATB 
Adult dental care subsidization by the state 

All adults
Limited support to basic 
care, high-cost protection

* An additional private dental insurance exists in Denmark

Reimbursement systems for private dental care, population groups and treatment covered,
in the Nordic countries.
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The Public Dental System, respon-
sible for the young, disabled, elderly, 
is financed by local (municipal) tax 
revenues. Adults’ dental care is fi-
nanced by patient fees and national 
tax revenues. While the government 
pays approximately 85% of the 
national costs of healthcare, 15% 
comes from individuals through co-
payments for treatment. For dental 
care, this ratio is reversed, since the 
national cost of caring for adults’ 
dental health is 20%, government-
funded, with the remaining 80% 
paid by patients. Danish residents, in 
fact, enjoy universal access to a com-
prehensive package of health servic-
es. Unmet needs for medical care are 
generally low (fewer than 2 % of the 
population). However, because dental 
care is less well covered, unmet needs 
and out-of-pocket spending for den-
tal services are higher with 4.7 % of 
Danes reporting them in 2019, largely 
driven by affordability. In 2019, specifi-
cally, just 19% of dental care spending 
was publicly covered, compared to 
31% (average) across the EU. 
In Denmark, a registry of dental 
health among children has been 
in existence since 1972. No similar 

registry exists for the adult popu-
lation, which means that informa-
tion on adult dental health is based 
on surveys and studies. Dental care 
coverage rate among children and 
adolescents is estimated to be 99%; 
88% of them attend public and 
12% private clinics. The number of 
decayed, missing and filled teeth 
(DMFT) at the age of 12 years has 
decreased steadily since 1975. The 
relatively small percentage of DMFT, 
compared with international figures, 
is partly explained by free access to 
dental care for those aged 18 years or 
younger (either at a municipal den-
tal health service or at a private prac-
tice dentist on a fee-for-service basis, 
paid by the municipalities). The ef-
fort to promote health education has 
also strengthened the daily use of a 

toothbrush and fluoride toothpaste 
in children.  

Dental workforce
There are two specialist degrees in 
Denmark – oral surgery and ortho-
dontics, a third specialty is planned 
in pediatric dentistry. The dental 
education is 100% government 
funded and there is no tuition fee. 
Two universities educate dentists in 
Denmark (Aarhus and Copenhagen); 
dental education takes five years, a 
2-cycle curriculum (3+2) with a bach-
elor degree (after the first cycle) and 
a master after the second.
There is a well-developed system of 
dental auxiliary support for dentists, 
with clinical dental technicians al-
lowed to practice independently, 
providing edentulous persons with 

The public dental care system for children 
was launched in 1972, and consolidated under 
the Dental Care Act in 1986, by including all 
children and adolescents up to 18 years of age. 
The system provides health promotion, systematic 
prevention, and curative care, free of charge. 

Country Free care in the PDS
Access to the PDS against 
payment

Proportion of 
dentists working in 
the PDS (%)

Proportion of dental 
hygienists working 
in the PDS (%)

Denmark 0-18

Institutionalized elderly 
and persons not able to 
use private care for 
various reasons 

20 20

Finland 0-17 All adults 44 50

Iceland No PDS No PDS No PDS No PDS 

Norway
0-18 and some adult special 
needs groups

Other adults when the 
PDS has capacity 

28 55

Sweden 0-19 All adults 57 60

Population groups having access to Public Dental Services (PDS) and proportions of dentists 
and dental hygienists working in the PDS, in the Nordic countries.
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In 2019, specifically, just 19% 
of dental care spending was 
publicly covered, compared to 31% 
(average) across the EU. 

1975 1985 2000 2007 2009 2011

DMFT at age 12    5.2% 2.1% 1% 0.64% 0.60

DMFT zero at age 12        72%

Edentulous at age 65       27%

Proportion of dentists working in Public 
or Private Practice

Number of dental Practices 

Note: “DMFT zero at age 12” refers to the number of 12 years old children with a zero DMFT. “Edentulous at age 65” refers to the numbers of over 64s with no natural 
teeth. Source: Danish Health and Medicines Authority / WHO Regional Office for Europe, 2011

Source: EU Manual of Dental Practice 2015, Edition 5.1. Council of 
European Dentists / Oral health care systems, VIDENSKAB & KLINIK. 
TANDLÆGEBLADET 2015 | 119 | NR. 9 
N.B. Figures are approx. and vary according to different sources

Source: EU Manual of Dental Practice 2015, Edition 5.1. Council of 
European Dentists

Source: EU Manual of 
Dental Practice 2015, 
Edition 5.1. Council of 
European Dentists /
ADDE – Association 
of Dental Dealers in 
Europe.
N.B. Figures are approx. 
and vary according to 
different sources

Number of total registered dentists, 7,989

Number of practicing dentists 4,520 -5,161

Number of orthodontists 290

Number of Oral Maxilla Facial Surgery 98

Active dentist to population ratio        1:1,086

Percentage female   58%

Members of Danish Dental Association 81%

No. of dental hygienists 1,900

No. of dental technicians, estimate 1,100

No. of denturists/clinical dental techs 565  

No. of assistants   4,400   

General (Private) practice 3,431

Public Dental Service 1,215

University 112

Hospital 58

Armed Forces 15

General Practices as a proportion is 66%

Number of general practices 2,208

63%

17%

20%
Public Dental 
Services

Universities, 
Hospitals, Armed 
Forces, or Private 
Companies

Private Practice 
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dentists’ involvement. They also pro-
vide partial dentures but a treatment 
plan from a dentist is required. Den-
tal hygienists may work in practice af-
ter graduation, but they must register 
to be able to own their practice, with-
out supervision of a dentist. Hygienists 
can undertake basic diagnostics. They 
are mainly in the fields of oral health 
promotion and disease prevention. 
They are allowed to administer local 
infiltration analgesia. There is no reg-
isterable qualification for dental tech-
nicians, so there is no list of registered 
dental technicians, and the number of 
dental laboratories is estimated to be 
500 -1000 (source from several trade 
unions). Dental laboratory technicians 
work mostly in laboratories, hospitals 
or dental faculties and are salaried, but 
some are employed by dentists in pri-
vate practice.

Among main sources: 
-EU Manual of Dental Practice 2015, Edi-
tion 5.1. Council of European Dentists
- Healthcare in Transition, Denmark, Vol. 
14 no. 2 2012 
-“Systems for provision of oral health 
care in the Nordic countries” Oral health 
care systems, VIDENSKAB & KLINIK. 
TANDLÆGEBLADET 2015 | 119 | NR. 9
- “Danes’ oral health has improved but 
social inequalities have not changed”- Uni-
versity of Copenhagen, Faculty of Health 
and Medical Sciences, https://healthscienc-
es.ku.dk/newsfaculty-news/2021/09/danes-
oral-health-has-improved-but-social-
inequalities-have-not-changed/
- State of Health in the EU, Denmark 
Country Health Profile 2021 -OECD, 
European Observatory on Health System 
and Policies © OECD and World Health 
Organization, the European Observatory 
on Health Systems and Policies) 2021
-Introduction to the Danish Healthcare 
System, by Maggie Pickard, https://duke-
personalizedhealth.org/2021/07/introduc-
tion-to-the-danish-healthcare-system/

- International Health Care Systems 
Profiles, Denmark by Karsten Vrangbæk, 
University of Copenhagen, https://www.
commonwealthfund.org/international-
health-policy-center/countries/denmark
-US Chamber of commerce:  https://2016.
export.gov/industry/health/health-
careresourceguide/eg_main_092234.
asp#:~:text=As%20of%202015%2C%20
Denmark’s%20health,which%20will%20
be%20super%20hospitals.
-“Financial review: 
Why Denmark is reducing hospitals 
while we are building more”, Jill Margo, 
https://www.afr.com/work-and-careers/
management/why-denmark-is-reducing-
hospitals-while-we-are-building-more-
20190219-h1bg9d
https://borgenproject.org/healthcare-in-
denmark/         
-Britannica, https://www.britannica.com/
place/Denmark/Agriculture-and-fishing
-https://www.nationalbanken.dk/en/pub-
lications/Pages/2022/03/Outlook-for-the-
Danish-economy---War-in-Ukrain-damp-
ens-growth-and-increases-inflation.aspx

Researchers have analyzed the development in dentate status and 
preventive dental visits in the population in the past 30 years. Seven 
times, between 1987-2017, dental health information has been collect-
ed from representative samples of the Danish population. 

The large study, conducted by the Department of Odontology of the 
University of Copenhagen and the National Institute of Public Health 
at the University of Southern Denmark, shows that Danish oral health 
has improved in the last 30 years, but great social inequalities remain. 
In the past 30 years, adult Danes have managed to save more of their 
natural teeth, which has positively affected their quality of life. More-
over, they have paid more visits to the dentist. 

Unfortunately, the social inequalities in dental health and health in 
general have not changed in the past 30 years. People’s dental health 
largely depends on the level of education, occupation, financial status, 
and ethnic background. In 2017, only 32% of adult Danes with signifi-
cant financial difficulties received preventive dental care. 
Among adult Danes with some financial difficulties the figure was 
43% – compared to 62% among Danes with no financial difficulties.

• For the population in general, complete loss of natural teeth has 
dropped from 18% to 3%.
• Among Danes aged 65-74 years, toothlessness has dropped from 51% 
in 1987 to 6 % in 2017.
• Among Danes aged 65-74 years, the share with a functional set of 
natural teeth (20 teeth or more) has increased from 16%  to 69%.
• Among Danes aged 65-74 years, 29% went to the dentist once a year 
in 1987. In 2013, the figure had increased to 79%.

• Among young adults aged 25-44 years, the share who went to the 
dentist for oral and dental check-ups was 88% in 1987. In 2013, the fig-
ure had dropped to 61%.
• In 2017, 85% of all adult Danes went to preventive dental visits. While 
younger adults often expressed going to the dentist of intervals up to 
18 months between visits, senior citizens typically expressed going to 
the dentist more often with less than 12 months between visits.

For entire article and study, University of Copenhagen: https://health-
sciences.ku.dk/newsfaculty-news/2021/09/danes-oral-health-has-im-
proved-but-social-inequalities-have-not-changed/

Study: Trends in Dentate Status and Preventive Dental visits of the Adult Population in Denmark
over 30 years (1987-2017)
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It has been former US President Harry 
S. Truman who said, “Not all readers are 
leaders, but all leaders are readers”.1 It is 
more difficult than that! It is about in-
equalities, the biggest enemy of health, 
oral health included. First, not all people 
in this world can read and, therefore, 
must believe what they are told. To in-
clude these poorest on the globe we 
must show high responsibility for the 
messages we roll out. Second, not all 
who are able to read understand what 
they have read. Third, not all who under-
stand do remember the literature read, 
germane to the topic in discussion.   

“Delaying routine care means that we 
are going to provide more urgent care 
later!”, says President-elect of the FDI 
World Dental Federation Dr. Gregory 
Chadwick in a recent tweet.2  
This is in direct opposition of what WHO 
Dental Officer Benoit Varenne stated in 
a message during the COVID-19 period: 
“WHO guidance recommends in case 
of community transmission to give 
priority to urgent or emergency oral 
cases, to avoid or minimize procedures 
that may generate aerosol, prioritize 
a set of clinical interventions that are 
performed using an instrument and of 
course to delay routine non-essential 
oral health care.”3

”Non-essential” was substituted by 
“non-urgent” four months later. A sub-
stantial benefit for people looking rou-
tinely after their oral health, for respon-
sible citizens sticking exemplarily to the 
prevention concept for Non-Communi-
cable Diseases, NCDs, and contribute to 
decrease treatment costs for oral care? 
No! At least not in the actual world 
driven by controversial messages from 
the media creating confusion and frus-
tration. Critical thinking was and is the 
dear need of the hour! 
Furthermore, there was and there is 
no scientific evidence up to now, that 
dental aerosol would be a risk factor 
for contracting SARS CoV-2. But there 
is scientific evidence that dental prac-
tices are among the saftest workplaces 
in medicine.4 

Words need a careful selection when 
a precise message is to be delivered in 

the name of 1 million dentists world-
wide. To an FDI tweet released on June 
24th this year, nothing could be added 
to an excellent information presented 
by FDI Madam President, Prof. Ihsane 
Ben Yahya. It is the introduction to the 
Twitter video that is offending exem-
plary, original, outstanding, and timely 
work delivered in the, relatively, recent 
past of the FDI. The sentence I am refer-
ring to is the following:

“We cannot talk about #health without 
#OralHealth. Says FDI President Prof. 
Ihsane Ben Yahya highlighting how the 
#pandemic is just a microcosm of the 
bigger picture ➡ our past failure to ad-
dress #OralDiseaese in a substantive 
way and to view it as a #NCD.5

With all due respect, but I humbly dis-
agree with only one word: our! I am 
patiently waiting for all those of the 
more than 1 million dentists represent-
ed by FDI who want to line up behind 
my statement: I do not belong to the 
“our”! Literature has evidenced why ad-
dressing oral disease has not been ad-
dressed in a concrete way.6 
Did not the whole world struggle 
with the economic and financial cri-
sis, spending reviews, missing allo-
cated monies for oral prevention and 
care, and lacking public response to 
oral healthcare needs of the low in-
come class, resulting in expenditures 
weighing more than 10% on the family 
budget?Useless to highlight that the 
latter is not congruent with the United 
Nations Target of Universal Health Cov-
erage, UHC. State action is of utmost 
need!
The causes of the failures are not to be 
looked for in the dental community, 
the dentists, the undisputed experts for 
tackling oral diseases.7 

Did we forget the engagement of First 
Madam President of FDI Michel Aerden 
in fighting tobacco use almost two de-
cades ago? 
Have we already forgotten that FDI, 
represented by former President Orlan-
do Monteiro da Silva and former Execu-
tive Director Jean-Luc Eiselé, was suc-
cessful in integrating oral disease into 

the conglomerate of the “Big 4”, can-
cer, cardiovascular diseases, diabetes, 
and respiratory diseases, at the United 
Nations High Level Meeting on NCDs in 
September 2011?
Are we still aware that this result was 
leading to the kick-off of the FDI Vision 
2020, a document realized under the 
leadership of Prof. Michael Glick bring-
ing back reliability and trust into the 
Organization and its work?
Haven’t we all been proud when for-
mer Director General of WHO Margaret 
Chan has stated in her speech on be-
half of the Opening Ceremony of the 
100th FDI World Dental Congress in 
Hong Kong with Madam President TC 
Wong in 2012: “Dentistry is pioneering 
the concept of prevention in medicine 
turning it into an art and science!”.
Can we just brush away all the success-
ful initiatives with our partners starting 
from Live, Learn & Love to Brush Day & 
Night?
Are we still proud, first complemented 
by pediatricians, of the FDI Oral Health 
Definition, presented to the world un-
der the leadership of Patrick Hescot, 
at the FDI World Dental Congress in 
Poznan, Poland in 2016?
Do we remember that in 2018, in order 
to better tackle the newly integrated 
NCD mental disease and air pollution, 
the 5 by 5 Approach was born in order 
to find new opportunities for the NCD 
response. It was my humble-self raising 
the issue that time was not only mature 
for the 5 by 5, but definitely for a 6 by 6 
approach!
Have we considered the work done 
by FDI and International Consortium 
for Health Outcome Measurement, 
ICHOM, for the Adult Oral Health Stan-
dard Set, an instrument to make oral 
health and the dentists’ engagement 
in regaining oral health measurable? 
Did we recognize that just 18 months 
ago FDI Vision 2030 was released, a 
document created with the purpose 
of providing guidance on achieving ap-
propriate, affordable, evidence-based, 
integrated, comprehensive oral health 
care for all, with the overarching goal 
of ensuring that oral health is included 
in health in all policies and any ensuing 
health and health care debate. 

Critical Thinking for Oral Health:
a Crisis-proof Must, 
Shall Oral Health Survive!

Gerhard Konrad 
Seeberger
Past-president of 
FDI World Dental 
Federation



GO DIGITAL WITH 
SHINING 3D

Aoralscan 3
Intraoral Scanner
- 22mm Scan Depth
- 2 Different Tip Sizes
- Motion Sensing
- AI Scan

AccuFab-L4D
Dental 3D Printer
- Unparalleled Accuracy
- Large Print Size & 
  4K Resolution
- Multiple Material Options
- Reliable Performance

Meet us at IDEM 2022 
in Booth FS-12!
7 - 9 October
Marina Bay Sands
Singapore

sales@shining3d.com   //   www.shining3ddental.com   //   EMEA Region: +49 711 2844 4089   //   APAC Region: +86-571-82999050
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How would we have been able to re-
lease the Consensus on Environmen-
tally Sustainable Oral Healthcare if all 
that pioneer work from before is swept 
away by just stating “our past failure to 
address #OralDiseaese”. 
By no means the socially responsible 
dentist shall be responsible for the 
steady increase of the global burden 
of oral disease. Let us hope in a bet-
ter future without oral disease follow-
ing the WHO Draft Global Strategy on 
Oral Health approved by the members 
of the 75th World Health Assembly, 
which, by giving an importance to the 
official FDI – WHO relationship, could 
have recognized the FDI Oral Health 
Definition on page 2, paragraph 3 of 
the document. It would have eased 
substantially the collaboration of FDI, 
its members, the National Dental As-
sociations, and every single socially 
responsible dentist with governments 
and health ministries. The dentist’s 
support is essential in every country, 
shall the Strategy be a successful path 

towards the decrease of the burden of 
oral diseases, even for countries where 
there is no dentist.  

Last but not least, let us think also of 
all the efforts and finances of experts, 
members and partners that have been 
spent to realize the proud work of the 
past in FDI. 

I am proud of FDI’s, our, past successes, 
and I am proud to be belong to FDI!

Gerhard Konrad Seeberger
Past-president of 
FDI World Dental Federation
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members of the 75th World Health Assembly
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The Distributors Wall
Looking for distributors? Interested to deal new products and improve your business? 
These are the pages for you: announcements of companies and distributors searching for each other. 
Your next partner is already waiting for you. Write to classified@infodent.com to be in the next issue. 
Always free for distributors!

As a consulting agency we can only guarantee 
the reliability of classifieds carrying our world 
logo, since they are our customers and we are 
aware of their proven seriousness.

All classifieds we receive will be verified. 
Any fraud or incorrect behavior 
will be reported to the competent 
international authorities. In
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Borea is a French company that designs and manufactures digital shade-taking solutions.
Our spectrophotometer “Rayplicker” is the easy-to-use solution for fast and reliable 
shade-matching. Its intuitive interface, user-friendly features and ergonomics make it 
the necessary device in all dental practices and labs. We are looking for new distributors 
worldwide. www.borea-dental.com - contact@borea-dental.com

For over 40 years, UGIN DENTAIRE has been developing, manufacturing and distributing 
products and materials for dental professionals. We have a complete equipment 
catalogue (ceramic, sintering and burnout furnaces, casting machine) and a wide range 
of consumables. We intend to give you easier solutions to make reliable your (daily) work. 
For any information, please contact us. 
www.ugindentaire.fr/en - info@ugin-dentaire.fr - export@ugin-dentaire.fr

We manufacture and design LED lighting applications: Dental curing Light series, 
Examination light, LED Curing machine, Headlight and Light control dimmer. We 
welcome OEM. Looking for distributors worldwide.
DENTMATE TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD, 8F, No8-11, Sec 1, Zhongxing Road, Wugu District, 
New Taipei City 24872, Taiwan, +886 2-8976-9226 info@dentmate.com.tw

B&L Biotech is an innovative dental company who manufactures the highest quality 
dental products. Our specialty is in endodontics. Innovation and excellence are key goals in 
all of the products we produce. We are seeking distributors who are serious and passionate 
about marketing excellent products in their country. www.bnlbio.com
Mr. Bruce D. Shefsky - bdshefsky@bnlbio.com - customerservice@bnlbio.com

Tribest are one of dental disposable manufacturers and exporters in China. Various 
of products can help you enjoy one step purchasing to save your time, energy, money.  
We are looking for exclusive “TRIBEST” brand agent all over the world based on win-win 
situation. With us your money in safe and your business in safe.
Tribest Dental Products Co.,Ltd.
No.5 Lianhe Cun, Xinba Town, Yangzhong City, Jiangsu, China
Tel: +86-511-88092762, +86-511-88092763, kevin@tribest.cn - www.tribestdental.com

Aquapik, manufactured by Boston Tech Brand offers  the last generation of dental 
irrigators adapted to the oral anatomy thanks to the fact that it’s designed by dentists 
specialized in periodontics. Based in Madrid, Spain, we design and manufacture different 
models according to patient’s needs, we want to extend our international distributions’ 
network to more countries. We export to the whole world. 
All our devices are FDA approved and CE certified 
Tel: +34912939703, +34636919512, www.aquapik.eu - export@oralteck.eu
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New Life Radiology s.r.l. is a company with 30 years of experience, whose main activity is 
the manufacture of devices and the assistance in the field of Dental Radiology.
NEW LIFE RADIOLOGY, ISO 13485 certified, manufactures intraoral x rays, intraoral sensors, 
phosphor plate scanners, Digital Panoramics and CBCT: all Made in Italy and CE certified 
products. www.newliferadiology.it - info@newliferadiology.it

Since 1895, Richmond Dental and Medical has been manufacturing quality disposables 
for dental professionals.  Our made in the USA braided cotton rolls, Reflective Shields Plus, 
cotton pellets, and 100% cotton nonwoven sponges have been awarded best products by 
Dental Product Shopper and Dental Advisor. Visit www.richmonddental.net to learn more.
fran.eskew@richmonddental.net

W.R. Rayson Export, Ltd. is a North Carolina based supplier of disposable dental products 
and we are looking for distributors worldwide. Please email for more information. 
Contact information: info@wrrayson.com - www.wrraysonexport.com

HELTKOPOL s.j. has been operating in dental/medical sector since 1990. We are constantly 
trying to expand our portfolio, that's why we are looking for new suppliers.
HELTKOPOL s.j.
Poland
heltkopol@gmail.com

Sabilex microinjection system for the making of flexible partials and metal free dentures. 
We have been a leading manufacturer since 1951 in the dental industry. Get to know our 
products:
• Fully automatic injection machines
• 6 different types of materials
• Ready to use cartridges
Become our distributor in your country and obtain great benefits!
info@sabilex.com - www.sabilex.com - www.facebook.com/SabilexCompany

Amasi Altamaioz is a well-known distributor that sells dental products across Saudi Arabia. 
We are currently looking for manufacturers that produce: 
1- bone graft 
2- dental laboratories materials
3- veneer cement
4- abutment cement
We prefer manufacturers from Europe, USA, Korea.
Amasi Altamaioz
Saudi Arabia
m-zohair@amasi.net

JEILMEDICAL CORPORATION is a specialist in the manufacturing of orthodontic mini-
implants with accumulated know-how in the orthodontic screw field for more than 20 
years. Dual Top Anchor System is a comprehensive system which enhance Orthodontist’s 
ease of procedure. Become our distributor in your country and take your market.
JEILMEDICAL CORPORATION - #702, 55, Digital-ro 34 gil, Guro-gu, Seoul, 08378, 
South Korea
Tel: +82-2-850-3304 
jamesjang@jeilmed.co.kr
global@jeilmed.co.kr - www.jeilmed.co.kr 
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We are dental distributors in Kuwait. We are looking for reliable manufactures & companies 
that want to establish their brand marketing in Kuwait. Our aims are to have satisfied 
customers by analysing market and competent performance to achieve customers loyalty.
FIRST INTERNATIONAL CO. FOR ALL MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS, EQUIPMENTS & TOOLS
Kuwait
+965 99139704
office@fitcdental.com - hamzayoosuf@fitcdental.com

Our company is a dental supplier in GCC and in UAE market. We are looking for reliable 
supportive partners to expand in this area.
Integral Health
U.A.E. 
www.integralmedicaluae.com - integralhcs@gmail.com

B&B Dental, an Italian leading company, is searching for dealers. The company offers 
implants and bone regeneration materials with 30 international certifications, efficient 
service and technical support in more than 8 languages.
B&B DENTAL SRL Via San Benedetto, 1837 - 40018 S.Pietro in Casale, Bologna, Italy 
+39051811375 - info@bebdental.it - www.bebdental.it

ICANCLAVE 
We, focus on design and manufacturer a wide range of autoclaves since many years ago, are 
looking for partners all of the world. Welcome to working together with you. 
Please contact us:
sales@icanclave.com - www.icanclave.com

We are looking for companies that want to invest and that want to introduce their products 
in Chile. We offer seriousness, market knowledge and adequate logistics to distribute 
products in Chile.
Dental Plus Spa
info@dentalpluschile.cl

We are based in New Delhi and we represent the world’s best dental brands. We are looking 
to represent other top European brands exclusively.
India Viking ImpEx Pvt Limited
www.IndiaViking.com – www.indiaviking.com/our-team
IndiaViking@gmail.com

We have been leaders of dental importer in Egypt for 42 years.
We are looking to distribute dental material, dental equipment, dental laboratory material, 
dental laboratory equipment and instruments.
GET, Egypt
get.egypt@yahoo.com

CINGOL Group focused on Ergonomics Dental Unit & related Dental Equipment design and 
manufacture , dedicated to improve dentists work efficiency and patients use experience, 
products obtained 40 registered invention patents & approved by CE and ISO:13485, We’re 
looking for DISTRIBUTORS Globally. China
Whatsapp/Wechat: +86-18928511465, cingol@cingol.com - www.cingol.com
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1953: We started our dental dealer business.
2022: We launched our Instagram page always looking to add quality value to dentistry!
ASSY DENTAL, Lebanon
denassy@cyberia.net.lb

We are ARABMEDICA company working as distributor since 2010. We are looking to 
distribute dental material.
ARABMEDICA, Egypt
info@arabmedica.com

We sell products from COLTENE MICRO-MEGA, EIGHTEETH, MICROCOPY and LEICA 
MICROSCOPE.
Dream Medical Co., LTD., Republic of Korea
joonsun.song@micro-mega.co.kr

We are looking for paramedical dental products.
LEADER MED, Tunisia
paraleader.med@gmail.com

DenTag srl is really Italian manufacturer of surgical and dental instruments since 1950’s . 
We are searching for serious and reliable distributors / collaborators who want help us to 
develop and distribute our instruments to their countries.  
Contacts Person: Mr. Francesco Campardo, francesco@dentag.com
www.dentag.com
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understand and improve to grow up!

PAINTED
markings
Good visibility
Little accuracy
Limited life span

LASER
markings
Medium visibility
Good accuracy
Limited life span

TITANIUM
PLATED 
markings
Good visibility 
and contrast
Medium accuracy
Good life span

DLC
markings
Excellent visibility 
and contrast
High accuracy
Excellent life span

Hall E 
Stand EN-12

Visit US

7-9 OCTOBER 2022 Marina Bay Sands
Sands Expo and ConventionCentre
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Are you interested in representing the global leader in Single-Patient-Use burs? We have 
been leading the industry with Single-Patient-Use diamonds and carbides and continue to 
grow every year. We are looking for distributors wanting to represent not only a premium 
product but a premium brand as well. If you’re passionate about providing safe, effective 
and superior dental products then we would love to speak with you. 
U.S.A.
For more information visit: www.MicrocopyIntl.com - sales@microcopyintl.com

New Product P53DC, an Intelligent, Unattended Milling, Unattended production with an 
intelligent monitoring system for high-speed milling process. 
P53DC can automatically change Disc, improve the user's efficiency and expands the lab 
production and profit and organized for an even more efficient workflow.
Material flexibility with a large capacity of the tray, P53DC can accommodate a large 
number of material disc and multiple shades of Zirconia, and automatically replace 
zirconium disc according to order information.
China
info@up3d.cn - www.up3ds.com 

ASTRA MOBILI METALLICI - Are you looking for a reliable partner for your projects of 
metal dental cabinetry?
For your turnkey projects, private clinics, labs and complementary areas, public tenders or 
simple complements to your equipment, in small or big quantities, we offer the best Made-
In-Italy customized product and service: design, planning, technical support, integration 
of technologies – all this under the best terms and conditions available.
Become our distributor and trust the assistance of an experienced professional team.
Italy
Tel: +39 0434 635210, www.astrastyl.it - commerciale@astrastyl.it
 

Runyes is a professional manufacturer of dental equipment, as one of the main producer 
from Asia, with full product portofoli (Sterilization, X ray, Dental Unit and Intraoral Scanner 
etc). Focusing on dental, dental digitalization as the core, link dental culture, dental 
industry and dental medical together to achieve the interactive development of the whole 
industry-chain.  
China
Email us for more information: marketing@runyes.com - en.runyes.com

Baolai Medical focuses on developing and manufacturing dental piezo ultrasonic scaler, 
led curing light, household waterless piezo ultrasonic tooth cleaner, oral irrigator, etc. and 
offers ODM/OEM services for world top brands for 11 years. Products have kept CE&FDA 
certificates and 37 patents. We’re looking for distributors worldwide.   
China
Tel: +86 771 381 5998
info@booool.com - www.booool.com

Expand Product Sales & Your Profits
For over 176 years SS White Dental® has been in the dental industry offering quality 
rotary and endodontic products. Let our experience put your company on the fast track 
to market growth in a cost effective and profitable manner with distinctive sales and 
marketing solutions. 
www.sswhitedental.com/international 
Contact: Brant Miles - VP of Business Development and Sales.
WhatsApp: +1 (262) 751-6788 - Bmiles@sswhitedental.com
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Rolence Enterprise Inc. is doing the commitment to quality and added value. 
40 years of experience manufacturing in Taiwan, have been awarded High Security 
standards from CE and FDA, all we keep doing our professional expertise to process in any 
design and development on OEM/ODM process.
Taiwan
Check www.rolence.com.tw for more info.

Nicefeel is a high-tech enterprise specialized in medical devices and personal oral care 
products. We have strong R&D capability and rich experiences in production, sales and 
services. We are committed to offer our customers superior and high quality products 
through customized services. Feel free to contact us for business cooperation for ODM or 
OEM projects by information on this page.
China
kyrawang@fly-cat.com.cn - www.nicefeel.com

INTERDENT d.o.o. is a family European company established in 1978 producing materials 
for dental laboratories: CAD/CAM materials, dental alloys, investment materials, waxes, 
stones, acrylics, equipment, … 
We are looking for distributors around the world. 
Slovenia
Contact: info@interdent.cc - www.interdent.cc

SPIRO Dental produces and distributes parts for handpiece repair in more than 50 
countries around the world. Our products are suitable for world’s best known dental 
brands and we cover the majority of models. We are always looking for new partners in 
the handpiece repair business. Join your new ONE-STOP repair shop!
Slovenia 
sales@spiroteh.com

We are looking for international distributors and partnership!
If you are looking for duable and cost-effective dental handpieces, Younity will be the best 
choice for you. Don’t missing it! 
To find out more information: www.o-bdc.com - sales@o-bdc.com

Dental Tech - Dental implant manufacturer. We are looking for representatives and distributors 
to strengthen our commercial network, in Italy and abroad. Possibility of taking over the 
management of an active customer portfolio in the regions Abruzzo, Molise and Marche.
DENTAL TECH SRL + 39 02 96720174
info@dental-tech.it - www.dentaltechitalia.com

DynaFlex is a world class manufacturing and distribution company located in St. 
Louis, Missouri offering a full range of high quality Orthodontic products. DynaFlex 
is seeking International Distributors for our product line and looking to expand 
distribution opportunities worldwide. 
Contact Ralph Esguerra, V.P. of International Sales, ralphe@dynaflex.com 
or call at +1(760)300-9764.

Highness Implant System is the leading dental implant manufacturer in Korea. We 
are looking for an aggressive and reliable distributor with our worldwide patent fixture 
and prosthesis abutment over the world. There are several areas are still open for new 
distributors. Please you’re your interest by email.
jeffkang7@gmail.com - www.highnessimplant.com
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e "Multidisciplinary Dentistry and Specialist Medicine: 
  What are the connections?" 
At the Biggest Dental Show in Italy

“colloquium dental 2022” with the “Italian Dental Show” fair will 
be held on 22/23/24 September 2022 at the Centro Fiera del Gar-
da - Montichiari (BS), Italy. The prestigious conference venue, de-
signed for the most important and innovative events, is the setting 
for the leading appointment in the international dental world. 
A congress hall equipped with sophisticated audiovisual technologies 
will be set up in one of the pavilions and the “Italian Dental Show” ex-
hibition in two other pavilions. For more updating, a new conference 
room was added this year: the auditorium on the second floor dedicat-
ed to Ezio Nardi. There is a compulsory passage from the exhibition 
halls to the congress hall to give visibility to all exhibitors.
Organizer of the event Teamwork Media srl, a publishing house 
based in Brescia, which has been operating in the dental sector for 
thirty years and is the reference point for specialized information for 
dentists and dental technicians with the magazines “teamwork clin-
ic” and “ dental dialogue “and the books of its library. Italian and in-
ternational speakers of high prestige and professionalism, qualified 
scientific committees allow us to offer continuous updates during 
each event to keep up with the times and maintain visibility on the 
market. The program of past editions is published on the website 
www.colloquium.dental
There is some news for the 2022 event. In addition to the usual 
scientific congress on Friday and Saturday with international speak-
ers, on Thursday morning, in the Samuele Valerio room, the event will 
begin with an all-female event: Women in Dentistry. Four colleagues 
will take turns on stage with conferences that will highlight their 
skills, their professional value, and that will surely involve the audi-
ence. For the afternoon are scheduled reports on marketing, held by 
experts on the subject who will illustrate how to improve the com-
mercial strength of the dental clinic and dental laboratory, acquiring 
information from the market and then creating targeted competitive 
strategies to increase their turnover.  
Participation for Thursday is free; obligatory prescription.
On Friday and Saturday in the Samuele Valerio congress hall, Italian 
and foreign speakers will alternate on the theme “Multidisciplinary 
dentistry and specialist medicine: what are the connections?” The 
speakers will illustrate how the general health conditions related to 
specific systemic diseases such as, for example, insulin-dependent 
diabetes, collagenopathies, weaken the immune system as well as 
those that depress the psycho-somatic system. All these pathologies 

involve therapeutic and pharmacological treatments which, on the 
basis of scientific evidence, can cause dentition problems. 
Simultaneous translation into Italian, German, English and Bul-
garian will be provided for these conferences on Friday and Sat-
urday. Participation is reserved for “dental dialogue”, “teamwork clin-
ic” subscribers; obligatory prescription.
The congress “The various aspects of dentistry” will be organized on 
Friday and Saturday, in the Ezio Nardi conference room, in collabora-
tion with some associations in the sector, AISOD, SIOH, ATASIO. 
The topics covered will be of great relevance: the rules governing the 
medical device system, guidelines for dental sedation, narcosis in 
frail patients, advanced technologies in oral hygiene sciences, clinical 
prevention protocols, management. Participation in the Ezio Nardi 
congress hall is free; obligatory prescription. The tradition of the con-
gress, founded on reports of a high scientific level and supported by 
ultra-modern audiovisual technologies, will, as always, also offer the 
possibility of meeting old colleagues, will encourage the exchange 
of views, fuel discussions on current technologies and facilitate the 
creation of new friendships among colleagues, even foreigners. The 
congress and the exhibition will be the subject of an intense adver-
tising campaign also in several other countries.
The Italian Dental Show fair has always aroused, in all previous edi-
tions, a strong interest from both exhibitors and the public and is 
now an unmissable event for operators in the sector, dentists and 
dental technicians. Also, this year’s exhibition, with more than 250 in-
ternational exhibitors, has all the prerequisites and requirements for a 
brilliant success with a complete panorama of current technologies, 
innovations, and products. The visit to the fair will allow information on 
the various disciplines, digital workflow, diagnostics, CAD / CAM sys-
tems. Numerous company workshops will also be organized. The exhib-
iting companies will thus be able to intensify contacts with customers 
and acquire new ones in a pleasant atmosphere that has always char-
acterized this event.  Admission to the fair is free as well as the 11,000 
parking spaces. The exhibition center is located near the highway exit 
Brescia Est. The program and the registration form are published on 
the website www.colloquium.dental in Italian and English. 

We are waiting for you in Montichiari – Brescia, Italy
22-24 September 2022, save the date!
www.colloquium.dental
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• More than 15,000 visitors from 50 countries
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Friday, 23rd September 2022  Multidisciplinary Dentistry and Specialist Medicine: What are the connections? 
    • HALL SAMUELE VALERIO

08.50     Opening Peter Asselmann
09.00 - 09.50    Dr. A. Iorio Siciliano, Mdt. V. Mutone
    MULTIDISCIPLINARITY: CURRENT TREND OR NATURAL NECESSITY TO CHOOSE
    THE TREATMENT PLAN?
09.50 - 10.40    Dr. S. Gismondi, Mdt. E. Ferrarelli
    MANAGEMENT OF OCCLUSION AND VERTICAL DIMENSION FROM ANALOG TO DIGITAL
10.40 - 11.20    Pause
11.20 - 12.10    Prof. Dr. T. Traini
    DYNAMIC SCANNING OF THE MANDIBULAR KINEMATICS IN THE DIGITAL WORK FLOW:    
    EVOLUTION OF THE INDIVIDUAL ARTICULATORS?
12.10 - 13.00   Dr. G. Politano
    NON-RETENTIVE ADHESIVE RESTORATIONS IN LITHIUM DISILICATE: A NEW WAY OF RE   
    THINKING THE PARTIAL ADHESIVE PREPARATIONS OF THE POSTERIOR SECTORS
13.00 - 14.00    Pause
14.00 - 14.50    Mdt. H. J. Joit
    DIGITAL WORKFLOW-HUMAN PERFORMANCE HIGH END RESTORATIONS AS CONCEPT IN
    BIG LABS?
14.50 - 15.50    Mdt. Y. Nishimura
    MASTER THE TRUE BEAUTY – SEEKING “PATIENT SMILE”
15.50 - 16.30    Pause
16.30 - 17.10    Prof. Dr. D. Végh
    DIABETES AND ORAL HEALTH
17.10 - 17.50    Dr. A. Della Pietra, Mdt. A. Zollo
    THE MULTIFACTORIAL MANAGEMENT OF THE EDENTULOUS PATIENT
17.50 - 18.30    Dr. G. Ciabattoni
    DIGITAL IMPLANTOLOGY, A MINIMALLY INVASIVE APPROACH TO OPTIMIZE REHABILITATION
    TIMES IN PERIODONTAL AND MEDICALLY COMPROMISED PATIENTS

Saturday 24th September 2022  Multidisciplinary Dentistry and Specialist Medicine: What are the connections? 
    • HALL SAMUELE VALERIO

08.50     Opening Peter Asselmann
09.00 - 09.50    Mdt. M. Prosperino
    VISIONARY DESIGN OF CERAMIC TEETH
09.50 - 10.40    Prof. Dr. S. Prati, Mdt. E. Balbo
    THE ROLE OF OCCLUSION AND PROSTHETIC SUPERSTRUCTURE FOR IMPLANT SUCCESS
10.40 - 11.30    Dr. T. Porrà, Mdt. M. Miladinov
    FULL DIGITAL WORKFLOW
11.30 - 12.20    Dr. S. Lombardo, Mdt. A. Di Felice
    PROSTHETIC REHABILITATIONS BETWEEN ANALOGUE TRADITION AND DIGITAL INNOVATIONS
12.20 - 13.10    Dr. M. Imburgia, Mdt. N. Palladino
    MODERN DIGITAL FLOWS COMING FROM INTRAORAL SCANS LEAD TO DEEP INTERCONNECTIONS
    BETWEEN THE ACTORS PRESENT IN IMPLANT-PROSTHETIC REHABILITATION

24th September 2022

23rd September 2022

Scientific Program 
Scheduled in Simultaneous Translation

More info: puleri@teamwork-media.com - www.colloquium.dental
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Scan the QR Code 
for the full program



The 27th Dental South China 
was successfully
concluded, we will 
continue to forge 
ahead in the future

On 5th March 2022, the 27th Dental South China International Expo came 
to a successful conclusion in Area C of China Import and Export Fair Com-
plex, Guangzhou. The exhibition area of DSC is 55,000 square meters, 
with more than 800 exhibitors. More than 150 professional seminars were 
held during the same period, and dozens of central-level media, portal 
websites, mainstream and industry media focused on reporting. 

New products are competing for the first time, and achieve fruitful 
results in dental medicine treatment 
With the wave of Industry 4.0, a new round of industrial revolution char-
acterized by intelligent manufacturing, the manufacturing industry ur-
gently needs to transform and upgrade from traditional manufacturing 
to intelligent manufacturing. The series of activities of “Innovative and 
Intelligent Manufacturing in Dental South China”, which was first held at 
this exhibition, were unanimously loved by exhibitors and visitors. More 
than 20 brand exhibitors presented their new products during the New 
Product Launch Event. 
The industry trend introduced by mainstream voices and key opin-
ion leaders  
In this exhibition, more than 150 seminars were held with high quality. 
Numerous well-known experts shared cutting-edge medical research 
results, practical clinical treatment techniques, advanced equipment 
application experience and efficient clinic management methods. The 
technical session shared hot issues, and “Symposium on Reviews on 
Typical Cases” allowed dentists to improve their diagnosis and treatment 
thinking in the collision of ideas. Furthermore, the poster display was set 
up on the spot, which stimulated the interest of clinicians on case study, 
and strengthened the awareness of case study.
Viewing the development of “digital intelligence” in dental industry 
with artistic skill
In the discussion of “Dental + Digitization”, DSC was presented with the 
help of artistic techniques: the Digital Intelligence Art Gallery. With the 
theme of “Love (AI), Sunshine, Air and Water”, DSC reviewed the develop-
ment of China dental industry over the past two dedicates. In the form of 
space art, combined with digital scenes to interact with users, visitors ex-
perienced the development and innovation of dental digital intelligence. 
The Art Gallery attracted amount of visitors and received a lot of praise. 
With more positive and professional actions, Dental South China Interna-
tional Expo will bring a deeper and higher pattern of industry feast to all 
colleagues in dentistry. See you next spring! 

Guangdong International Science & Technology 
Exhibition Company (STE)
www.dentalsouthchina.com
dentalvisit@ste.cn
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tIDEX Istanbul broke not one 
but two records 

One of the foremost events for the global oral and dental industry, IDEX 
Istanbul broke a record with a business volume of over 200 million dollars. 
The other record was broken with the number of visitors. Greeting visi-
tors from all corners of the world, IDEX Istanbul welcomed 76.148 buyers, 
including 24.748 international visitors. According to these figures, the ex-
hibition has become the most efficient trade platform of all the previous 
editions. 
The 17th edition of IDEX Istanbul witnessed a high turnout of buyer dele-
gations from around 100 countries, mainly located in Europe, Africa, the 
Balkans, Gulf countries, the Commonwealth of Independent States, and 
the Middle East. 

“The success of the exhibition is not surprising”
Stating that the exhibition, particularly the number of international visi-
tors, is not surprising, CNR Holding Chairwoman Ceyda Erem said, “We 
estimated that the number of international buyers would be at least 22 
thousand, which was the registered number of international buyers ac-
cording to our international data department. We worked very hard for 
this exhibition, which demonstrated from day one that it would welcome 
many more international buyers than all the other exhibitions in Turkey. 
The exhibition, which was highly efficient in many terms, reached the vis-
itor number of 76.148, which included the international visitor number of 
around 25 thousand”. 
Ceyda Erem also underlined the great importance of long-lasting experi-
ence in the achievement of the exhibition and added, “Our devoted pro-
fessional team, and of course, the greatest investment of the trade fair 
industry, BIG DATA – BIA system, played an essential role in this achieve-
ment. It is such an efficient system that we could form the data of all sec-
tor-based buyers from all over the world, particularly the customers who 
have not established any trade connections with Turkey”.
IDEX Istanbul also stood out with the number of international exhibitors. 

Great interest in the symposium
Welcoming world-renowned academics, IDEX Istanbul hosted a special-
ly-tailored symposium that discusses the past, present, and future of the 
industry. Innovations and developments in the oral and dental field were 
demonstrated in practice at the symposium programs. The internation-
ally-acclaimed academics and experts illuminated industry professionals 
and students about the innovations in the industry. 

CNR HOLDİNG A.Ş.
www.cnridex.com
gizem.kurtkale@cnr.net

The first exhibition organized for the oral and 
dental industry after a two-year period, IDEX 
Istanbul – 17th International Dental Equip-
ment and Materials Exhibition, reached a 
record-breaking trade volume. 
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SMART MEDICAL FAIR
2022
01/01-31/12/2022

The International Virtual Medical 
Trade Fair

Italy 

Organized by: Infodent&Infomedix International
www.smartmedicalfair.com
Smart Medical Fair is an international virtual exhibition 
open all year round organized by categories. 
The platform virtually connects manufacturers with a 
global audience. 

For further information, visit 
Infodent&Infomedix Information Booth!
www.smartmedicalfair.com/stand/h5p1b0z1217

Calendar
Here our trade shows selection. 
Discover all worldwide dental exhibitions 
at www.infodent.com/calendars/tradeshow

SEPTEMBER
22-24/09/2022 

       CEDE 2022
The 30th Central European Dental Exhibition

Łódź - Poland

One place, three events:
Dental Expo CEDE 2022
CEDE Dental Challenge Forum
Be Digital Forum

Organised by: EXACTUS
Al. Kosciuszki 17 Ip.
90-418 Lodz
Phone: +48 42 632 28 66
Fax: +48 42 632 28 59
Email: info@exactus.pl, cede@cede.pl, info@cede.pl
Website: www.exactus.pl

EXHIBITION, BOOTH RESERVATION
Marek Wiktorowski
mobile phone: + 48 602 365 147
e-mail: m.wiktorowski@exactus.pl

Venue: Expo-Lodz
Lodz
Poland

www.cede.pl/en
www.forumbedigital.pl



THE LEADING DENTAL 
EXHIBITION AND CONFERENCE 

IN ASIA PACIFIC

www.idem-singapore.com

7-9
OCTOBER 2022

MARINA BAY SANDS
SINGAPORE

NEW DATES:

REGISTER NOW AND SAVE WITH 
OUR PRE-SHOW RATE!

Do not miss out on this last chance to enjoy discounted rates!

SCAN TO 
REGISTER 
NOW

MEET OUR SPEAKERS , IN PERSON!

Peter FairbairnTaisuke Tsukiboshi Jerry Lim Loke Wei Qiang Kenneth Lew Anthony Mak

Daniel Baketic Kleanthis ManolakisDaniel Neves Ioannis VergoullisNikos MattheosMaurizio Tonetti

SD
A 

MASTERCLASS SPEAKER

Christopher Ho

Organised by Endorsed by Held inSupported byConnect with us

IDEM Singapore

IDEM Singapore

idem.sg

@IDEMSingapore
Singapore Dental Association

Saiesha MistrySandesh Mayekar Hsuan ChenBach Le Michael Tsao Jeanette Chua Ronnie Yap

Look forward to more than 30 sessions!



SEPTEMBER

22-24/09/2022

       Italian Dental Show
Colloquium Dental 2022

Montichiari, BS - Italy

Organised by: Teamwork Media Srl
Via Marconi 71/b
25069 Villa Carcina (BS)
Phone: +39 030 8982985
Fax: +39 030 8981613
Email: redazione@teamwork-media.com
info@teamwork-media.com
Website: www.teamwork-media.com

Venue: Centro Fiera
Via Brescia, 129
25018 Montichiari (BS)
Italy

www.colloquium.dental
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SA G78

VISIT US AT
Pavilion 5 
Stand A26-A28-B25-B27  



 

 



SEPTEMBER
26-29/09/2022 

         Dental Expo Moscow 2022 
52nd Moscow International Dental Forum 
& Exhibition

Moscow – Russia 

Organised by: Dental Expo
The Russian Federation,
5th Donskoy pr., 15,
BC "Donskoy", floor 3,
office 310
Moscow

Phone/Fax: +7 499 707 23 07
Email: info@dental-expo.com

Moscow Exhibitions Director: Mrs Anna Isaeva
Email: mos@dental-expo.com
Venue: IEC "Crocus Expo",
pavilion 2, halls 7, 8
Moscow, Russia

www.en.dental-expo.com/dental-expo-en

OCTOBER 
7-9/10/2022 

         IDEM 2022
International Dental Exhibition and Meeting
Marina Bay Sands

Marina Bay Sands - Singapore

Organised by: Koelnmesse Pte Ltd
152 Beach Road
#25-05 Gateway East
Singapore 189721

Contact
Mr. Aaron Ann (Project Manager - Exhibition Sales)
Phone: +65 6500 6725
Email: aaron.ann@koelnmesse.com.sg

Venue: Marina Bay Sands
Singapore

www.idem-singapore.com
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VISIT US AT BOOTH FS-22

Dental Expo - Moscow
CEDE - Łódź
Colloquium - Montichiari 
IDEM - Singapore
SIDO - Florence
Dental World - Budapest
MOiCO - Rome

 Find Infodent International
latest issue at Ask our staff for your free copy 

& discover how we can help you 
find new partners worldwide!

INTERNATIONAL dental community business worldwide

www.infodent.com || advertise@infodent.com
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NOVEMBER 

25-30/11/2022 

         GNYDM 2022
Greater New York Dental Meeting 
2022 - 98th Annual Session

New York City - USA

- Meeting Dates: November 25th - 
November 30th
- Exhibit Dates: November 27th - 
November 30th
Greater New York Dental Meeting
200 W. 41st Street, Suite 1101, New York, NY 
10036
Tel: +1 212 398 6922
E-mail: info@gnydm.com
Website: www.gnydm.com
Referent: Dr. Robert R. Edwab (Executive 
Director)
E-mail: execdirector@gnydm.com
Exhibits Manager: Ms. Carla M. Borg
E-mail: exhibits@gnydm.com
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